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ABSTRACT

Spectra in different regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum were taken at different
temperatures for benzaldehyde vapor.

A review of the

literature revealed that the existing data could not be
interpreted by this model. Possible perturbations

were

reviewed. Potential models based on these perturbations
were proposed. Calculations were carried out to test the
interpretation. No disagreement between experimental and
computational findings resulted. The models proposed
contradicted no existing experimental determination of
the ground state of vapor phase benzaldehyde. It was
determined that electron and neutron diffraction
experiments were necessary to determine the ground state
structure of benzaldehyde. If the results show that
benzaldehyde is nonplanar, additional experiments in the
far infrared were suggeted to estimate the energy
differences between local minima. The mirror cytopathic
effect reported by Kaznacheev was investigated to
ascertain if light was emitted from chick embryo
fibroblast tissue cultures after ultraviolet light
radiation. The claim that these cells emit light after
being irradiated by ultraviolet light was substantiated
to our satisfaction. The mirror cytopathic effect was
not. Other mechanisms for cell death in the cell
colonies needs further investigation before Kaznacheev's
claim can be accepted.

PART A: THE SPECTROSCOPY OF VAPOR PHASE BENZALDEHYDE

I.PLANAR BENZALDEHYDE

A.

The Traditional Picture of Benzaldehyde
Benzaldehyde is made of two, distinct

chromophoric groups: phenyl and formyl groups, which
separately are planar. Benzene is an aromatic molecule.
Formaldehyde contains a double bond between the carbon
and oxygen atoms. Removing a hydrogen from each
molecule and joining these two fragments makes a
molecule that has double bonds separated by a single
bond. Conjugation between the formyl and phenyl groups
is an assumption that is very easy to make despite the
heterogeneous nature of the alternate double bond
network. Such an assumption then requires planarity.
Benzaldehyde has been considered to be a strictly
planar molecule. The definition of strictly planar is
that

each of the 36 normal modes of benzaldehyde

oscillates about a planar equilibrium nuclear
configuration, and the only distortion of the molecule
is the rotation of the carbonyl group about the 0-CHO
bond.

The assumption of planarity was made from very
early microwave results by Kojima (1) and Kakar (2).

1

The only expected deformation of benzaldehyde was the
aldehyde rotating about the <p-CHO bond. The tunneling
frequency of the rotation of the aldehyde appears
directly in the microwave spectrum and was not observed
in the spectrum of benzaldehyde (2). With a barrier to
internal rotation of = 1600 cm

-1

(1), the ground

electronic state of benzaldehyde was expected to be
strictly planar.

The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of
benzaldehyde has four singlet transitions (Graph 1,
Figure 1). The lowest energy transition is a n <- n
transition at 320 nm from the lone pair of oxygen to
the antibonding carbonyl orbital. The transition has an
emaxs 10

* T**e second lowest band is a n <-n

transition at 270 nm described as a perturbed
benzene-like transition (5). The second transition is
an intramolecular charge-transfer n «-7r transition and
is centered at = 240 nm (Graph 1) . The third it +-n band
at = 200 nm is a benzene-like transition. These singlet
n

*

.

.

transitions are all essentially thought to be

benzene-like transitions perturbed by the carbonyl

(5).

The reactant molecules forming the molecule formaldehyde and benzene - are both planar in the
ground state. None of the early data on benzaldehyde

contradicted the strictly planar model of benzaldehyde.
No reason to consider alternate geometries for the
ground state existed.

Most interest in the geometrical structure of
benzaldehyde has been with the excited states.
Benzaldehyde has nonplanar singlet and triplet excited
states (3, 4). The dual carbonyl emission of
benzaldehyde in condensed medium is explained as
arising from a triplet state surface distorted from one
to three minima due to interaction between close-lying
states (4). This distortion is suspected to be along a
normal coordinate along one of the low-frequency
vibrations - specifically the torsional mode (4).
Despite the acceptance of the idea of nonplanar
geometries in excited states of benzaldehyde, no work
has been attempted that systematically investigates the
possibility of nonplanar geometries in the ground state
of vapor phase benzaldehyde. The assumptions of
planarity are based on the early works of Kojima (l)and
Kakar (2), even though their interpretations dealt
solely with the aldehyde's ability to rotate about the
0-CHO bond. Other types of distortions from planarity
are possible.
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B.

Alternate Descriptions of Benzaldehyde
The main thesis of this work is that the

assumption of strict planarity for vapor phase
benzaldehyde does not fit the literature data.
Literature data and data reported in this work strongly
indicate that the ground state potential surface of
benzaldehyde is not a simple well with a planar
equilibrium configuration.

Temperature effects observed in the gas phase
infrared and ultraviolet absorption spectra of
benzaldehyde cannot be explained by a strictly planar
molecule unless the rotation of the carbonyl group
itself can account for the effects. Data presented in
this work will show that the aldehyde does not rotate
about the 0-CHO bond at and 100°Celsius above ambient
temperature. It is known that benzaldehyde undergoes
structural changes in excited states (3, 4). The work
presented in this thesis shows that temperature changes
in the sample produce effects in the spectra not
attributable to internal rotation of the aldehyde. A
model for the ground state very similar to the model
for benzaldehyde's dual emission from its lowest
triplet state (4) will be presented to explain current
data. It is the goal of this work to help establish
that the strictly planar interpretation of the ground

state of benzaldehyde does not explain current data and
that one acceptable model is based on the Jahn-Teller
Effect. If this model is accepted then Jahn-Teller and
Pseudo Jahn-Teller effects will be the driving forces
for the interpretation of both absorption from and
emission to the ground state of benzaldehyde
respectively.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW OF SPECTROSCOPY OF BENZALDEHYDE

A.

Microwave Spectroscopy

1.

Energy Levels and Selection Rules
The rotational partition function for any

molecule is

ir - I g j e'pEj

(1)

J
gj

=

2J + 1

(2 )

The three general classes of molecules are spherical,
symmetric and asymmetric top. Any molecule can be
classified as one of three classes according to the
relative sizes of the three principle moments of
inertia, when the origin of the cartesian coordinate
system is at the center of mass of the molecule defined
by

COM

=

Ym.R?
1
1

u

= 0

(3)

i
it.

m^
c

=

mass of the i

atom

=

«
th
vector from the origin to the i atom

COM = Center Of Mass
The moment of inertia about any one of the three axes
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7
is written as

Ja

-

Z">irl a
i

<4>
i.u

r. ^
i,a

=

distance of i

i.u

atom from a

axis

Viewing the molecule as a collection of point masses
whose relative orientations are rigidly fixed during
the rotation, the rotational motion - structure - can
be represented as a tensor

I

I

I
yx

I
yy
i
zy

XX

I

zx

xy

I
xz
I
yz
I

zz

whose elements are

-

*xz

X»i( y ? + 4
i

)

“ -I m ix izi
i

<5a>

(5b)

A principal axis is defined as an axis of rotation of
the molecule such that the direction of the angular

8
momentum is the same as the angular velocity. Rotation
of the axes from the original xyz to the abc (principal
axis) system not only maximizes the Ijj moments but
minimizes the 1 ^ moments. This rotation is described
by the solution of a determinantal equation that has
all the appearances of an eigenvalue problem solution.

1

H

I

XX

I
yx

I

i

i

zx

I

xy
yy
zy

- \

xz

I
yz
i

zz

* e { XA ' XB ' XC }
IA' IB / IC are the PrinciPal moments of
inertia.

With the tensor now in diagonal form, rotational energy
levels can be represented as a solution of equation 7.

A

More appropriately for one molecule ,

A

hi//

=

ci/
j

(8 )

9

p2
A

p2

F a

h

=

~2T

A

p2

* K

+

~2T

P2 = P 2 + p 2 + p 2

B

+

~2T

^XC

= p2 + p2 + p2

(8a)

(8b)

Rotating the axes from the original xyz to the ABC
system does not change the square of the total angular
momentum - momentum is conserved.

Asymmetric top energy levels are given by

e

_

K

=

C >J ( J + i) +

~?B A - C C

(9 )

<9a)

-1 S DC s +1

where K is an asymmetry parameter that is -1 for
prolate, +1 for oblate and 0.0 for the most asymmetric
structure. Solution of the energy levels for an
asymmetric top molecule cannot be represented in simple
algebraic form except for low values of J due to
centrifugal distortion of the molecule. The term value
for a transition is written

10

J.
K-lKi

(10 )

where the K-i and Ki are indices that indicate what the
corresponding K quantum numbers would be in the limits
for prolate and oblate symmetric tops.

J and M are good quantum numbers for both the
symmetric and asymmetric top molecules. K is a good
quantum number for the symmetric top, and is used as a
reference in the asymmetric top molecule, i.e., what
the K-value would be if the asymmetric top was actually
a symmetric top molecule (prolate versus oblate shape
during the rotational motion).

2.

Literature
Benzaldehyde is an asymmetric top molecule and is

considered to be planar and belongs to the C

s

point

group. Analysis of the microwave spectrum of
benzaldehyde by Kakar et al (2) allowed them to
calculate the moments of inertia in the ground
torsional state as

I
A

=

96.551 amu-A2

A = 5106 MHZ

IB

= 323.081 amu-A2

B = 1540 MHZ

Ic

= 419.504 amu-A2

C = 1184 MHz

11
A = h/(8TT2cIA )

(11 )

B = h/(87T2Cln )
'v
B

(Ha)

C = h/(87T2Cl )

(lib)

These values for the moments of inertia show from a
calculation of equation 9a that the asymmetry parameter
K is approximately -0.8. Benzaldehyde is more like a
prolate than an oblate symmetric top.

The microwave spectrum of benzaldehyde was first
taken by Kojima (1). The appearance of a series of 90
R-branch a-type doublets (rotation about the I
principal axis)

a

(Figure 2) was at first confusing since

doublets in the microwave spectrum of a molecule
usually indicate an inversion in the molecule similar
to the one in ammonia (1). However, benzaldehyde was,
and still is considered by most chemists to be strictly
planar in gas, liquid, and solid states. Doublets in
rotational and vibrational spectra that have equal
intensity are usually caused by tunneling between the
"troughs” of a biwell potential. Rotational transitions
can also have "satellite" lines caused by excited state
progressions - one for each normal mode in the
molecules vibrational partition function. The relative
intensities of the lines are given by the Boltzmann
equation in equation 12. 1^, IQ are the intensities of

+•v»

the ground and i

excited vibrational satellite line

in the microwave spectrum. The energy difference
X.U

between the ground and i

o

o

vibrational

K / 9 0)

N

o

(12 )

(12a)

levels is given by v ^ with populations NQ and
respectively. At ambient temperatures, only the lower
energy normal modes generate observable satellite-line
sequences in rotational spectra. The quality of the
rotational spectrum of benzaldehyde by Kojima was not
sufficient to allow him to make a quantitative estimate
of the relative intensities of the two lines.
Nonetheless, Kojima assigned each doublet as the first
two lines in a sequence of satellite lines in the
aldehyde torsional mode of benzaldehyde.

Further work by Kakar and Rhinehart (2) with a
more sensitive spectrometer revealed that the two
original lines were not of equal intensity - just as
Kojima had surmised. Additional satellite lines for the
second and third torsional transitions were obtained.

The barrier to internal rotation, V 2 ,

V,
2

(13)
< / [ < )

torsional frequency

v

h/ [ e ” 2<

J°

act

a)

(13a)

= reduced moment of inertia calculated

from an assumed structure.

was calculated to be 4.90±0.43kcal/mol for benzaldehyde
(2). The barrier heights calculated by both microwave
and infrared spectroscopy use the fundamental torsional
frequency. Kakar and Rhinehart (2) pointed out that the
second excited torsional state did not fit a harmonic
progression. Anharmonicity is expected for the higher
energy transitions of each mode. Kakar and Rhinehart
stated that this unusual anharmonicity signified that
this level might well be coupled to another vibrational
mode of the same energy as the second excited torsional
mode. The "other mode" peak was tentatively identified
at 35015 MHz since the intensity of the "other mode"
(Graph 2) to that of the second excited torsional mode
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in the rotational spectrum. Actual assignment of the
other mode to one of the normal modes was delayed
pending future theoretical developments.

B.
1.

Infrared Spectroscopy
Energy Levels And Selection Rules
A nonlinear polyatomic molecule with n atoms has

3n degrees of freedom. The 3n degrees of freedom are
solutions to the determinantal equation (6) yielding
the frequencies of the normal modes of vibration.
Normal in the sense that excitation of one of the modes
of vibration does not involve any of the other modes of
vibration. Six roots of this equation are imaginary
roots for the three translational and three rotational
degrees of freedom (Equation 14).

13

l,3n

f22 ” X f23

'2, 3n

fll ~ X f12
’21

f3n,1

f3n,2

f3ft,3

= 0

f3n,3n"X
(14)
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f
rij

=

r S 2V

L 5s.SSj

S1 = / “ T Axl

;

(14a)

J1
s3 =

; s4 = / “ T Ax2
1. U

Ax^ = displacement of i
along the x-axis.
m^
V

= mass of the
=

.th

i

atom from equilibrium

atom.

potential energy of the molecule.

The vibrational partition function for a
polyatomic molecule with n atoms is

*vib

- Xe ^ i

(15)

The harmonic oscillator approximation for each mode
makes the partition function easier to calculate as

R
Jvib

-1
(16)

i=l
3n-5 for a linear molecule

R

=
3n-6 for a nonlinear molecule

Solving the Schrodinger equation along each normal mode
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of this partition function yields equally spaced energy
levels (if the harmonic approximation is used).

Ev

=

(v + 1/2)hc^

(17)

v = 0, 1, 2, ...
c = speed of light
v = wavenumber of the energy level

with quantum number v

Transitions between vibrational levels obey the Bohr
frequency conditions

-

Ev « “ EV '
he

^v'v"

~

uv'v"

= transit i°n energy

Av

± 1

=

(17a)

The selection rule for Av arises because of the need to
conserve angular momentum of the photon plus molecule
system. One photon imparts to the molecule one unit of
angular momentum, and departs with one as well.
Transitions with other than unit quantum number change
can occur because of anharmonic effects in the
molecular oscillators, but are not germane to the
interpretation of the data presented in this work.
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The band for a symmetry group of C2v, V, or Vh is
called A, B, or C if the oscillating dipole moment is
along the smallest, middle or largest moment of inertia
(7,p 469). Molecules of lower symmetry such as
benzaldehyde can consist of hybrids of all three types
of bands. The largest moment of inertia for
benzaldehyde goes through the center of mass
perpendicular to the plane of the molecule. The
smallest moment of inertia principal axis cuts the ring
in half and passes alongside the <j>-CHO bond on the
oxygen side of the formyl group. The intermediate
moment axis is, similar to the smallest, in the plane
of the molecule not quite perpendicular to the IA axis.
The vibrations for benzaldehyde are separated into
in-plane (A') and out-of-plane (A") modes with the
plane of symmetry taken as the plane of reference (8).
The A 7 and A" modes produce different band contours in
infrared spectra. The A 7 bands produce either A or B
bands

or a mixture. The A" bands have C-type contours

(8 ).

Type A bands exhibit a strong Q branch with P and
R branches on either side as does C bands except for
low values of B/A (7,p 480). The ratio of B/A for
benzaldehyde is 0.3. According to the assignments made

by Green and Harrison (4), this value of B/A is
sufficiently large for the C bands to have a strong
central maximum. Thus, the A and C bands exhibit single
Q-branches. B-type bands form two Q-branches. For B
bands with B/A values above 0.2, the two Q-branches are
not expected to be be distinguished from the P and R
branches (7, fig. 156,p 477). A and C band for values
of B/A above 0.2 for the low resolution infrared
spectra may not be distinguishable except by a normal
coordinate analysis to ascertain whether or not the
band is an A'

(A band) or A" (C band) type vibration.

The bands and assignments are tabulated in Table
1. Figures 3 and 4 depict the directions the individual
atoms of the molecule move for each of the 11 A" modes.
The pictorial representations depict the results of a
force field calculation on benzaldehyde with an ab
initio STO-3G basis set.

2.

Literature
By symmetry, planar benzaldehyde is expected to

have a simple two-fold barrier to internal rotation of
the formyl group about the <f>-CHO bond with the planar
configuration being the most stable and the
perpendicular configuration the least stable (9). The
barrier to internal rotation of the formyl group about
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the 0-CHO bond has been calculated from spectroscopic
parameters to be 1611 cm-1 (2).

Durig, et al, recorded the infrared spectrum of
the vapors of benzaldehyde (Graph 3) region

of 50 to

250 cm”1 (10). Benzaldehyde has three wide-amplitude
vibrations in this region. The l«-0 torsional transition
of the aldehyde about the <f>-CHO bond occurs at 110.85
cm”1 , and the 2*-l, 3«-2, 4<-3 torsional transitions lie
at 109.51, 106.52, and 104.17 cm”1 , respectively.

Each transition has several "hot bands"
associated with it. The aldehyde out-of-plane bend was
assigned to a sharp Q-branch at 223.8 cm”1 while the
in-plane aldehyde bend was assigned to a diffuse
shoulder at 214 cm

"1

adjacent to the Q-branch of the

out-of-plane bend (10). Three "hot bands" with
Q-branches, assigned to be out-of-plane bend hot bands,
appear at 225.2, 224.7, and 224.4 cm

. These hot band

frequencies are higher than the fundamental signifying a stronger force constant than the
fundamental.

A "hot band" is a transition that occurs because
the energy of the beginning state of the transition can
be supplied by the thermal motion of the molecules in

the system. Hot bands obey Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics
(similar to equation 12) and the intensities of these
transitions relative to the fundamental ( l<-0 ) reflect
their relative energy level. The "hot bands" of the l<-0
torsional transition are not expected to have the same
intensity as the fundamental, but an intensity
proportional to e~^AE where AE is the energy difference
between the hot band and the fundamental. In fact, the
excited transitions 2«-l, 3<-2, 4<-3 are hot bands of the
1«-Q torsional transition (Graph 4) . In addition,
numerous less intense bands lie between these
transitions. Durig assigns the Q-branches between the
l<-0 and 2<-l transitions as CHO torsional transitions
arising from successive excited states of a bending
fundamental. According to Durig, excitation of the
aldehyde bending mode is affecting the transition
energy of the aldehyde torsional mode.

Another unexplained anomaly in the torsional
transition part of Durig's spectrum was that the 2<-l
transition had a vibrational frequency that was .65
cm

-1

higher than expected. All other torsional

transitions have frequencies slightly below the
calculated frequencies. Durig is not certain that this
band is indeed the 2<-l aldehyde torsional transition
(10) . The 2<-l transition energy is less than the

aldehyde bend but the second torsional energy level is
approximately isoenergetic with the first energy level
of the out-of-plane aldehyde bend. According to Durig
(10) the out-of-plane aldehyde bend is accompanied by
three hot bands. Surprisingly, all four Q-branches the fundamental and three hot bands - are approximately
of equal intensity. These transitions must be either
hot bands or fundamental aldehyde bending mode
transitions made possible by multiple ground state
configurations that lie close together in energy and in
nuclear conformation.

Observations of hot bands having the same
intensity as the fundamental is difficult to
rationalize. The term "hot band" is meant to denote the
transitions of a vibrational mode (other than the
fundamental l<-0 transition ) that can be seen because
the upper level of the transition described in equation
12a is appreciably populated at the temperature of the
experiment (10). Intensities of an excited state
transition relative to the fundamental of a particular
normal mode follow Boltzmann Statistics. If a hot band
has approximately the same intensity as the fundamental
of that normal mode, then the populations of the
fundamental and hot band energy levels are
approximately the same. In vibrational spectra bands of
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equal intensity but slightly different frequency
usually indicate that degenerate energy levels in
either side of a symmetric biwell potential have had
their degeneracy split by tunneling of the vibrating
molecular fragment from one well to another.
Benzaldehyde has four - not two - Q-branches of
approximately equal intensity. Calculations of the
barrier to internal rotation for benzaldehyde have been
carried out with the CNDO/2 (11), INDO (12), MNDO and
AMI (13, 14) basis sets as well as various ab initio
basis sets (13, 15, 16). The CNDO/2 and MNDO basis sets
predicted the incorrect ground state configuration
while others, although predicting the correct (the
accepted planar) configuration, differed considerably
amongst themselves. The ab initio ST0-3G basis set
calculation agreed best with calculations based on
spectroscopic data (13, 16). Semi-empirical approaches
underestimate the barrier to internal rotation or yield
results that do not agree with calculations based on
spectroscopic data. All but minimal ab initio basis
sets calculate a barrier that is much higher than the
calculated barrier heights estimated from spectroscopic
data.
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C.

Photoelectron and Ultraviolet Spectra

1.

Energy Levels and Selection Rules

a.

Ultraviolet Absorption Spectroscopy

An electronic transition from the ground to an
excited electronic transition in the visible or
ultraviolet region of the spectrum is usually
accompanied by a vibrational transition. The
vibrational transitions form either progressions or
sequences in the transition. The Deslandres Table in
Figure 5 depicts transitions betwen the ground and
excited state with two active vibrational modes in the
transition. The circumference of the circle indicates
the intensity of the transition. Transitions along a
row depict a progression (Figure 6). Transitions along
or parallel to the diagonal depict a sequence (Figure
7). The band system of the excited electronic state is
composed of progressions from every thermally
accessible vibration in the ground state (Figures 8 and
9). The intensity of the origin of each progression is
dependent on how much a particular normal vibration
takes part in the electronic transition. The most
intense band of this series is usually the origin of
the series (^e ) because, at ambient and low
temperatures, most molecules are in their ground states
in all of the normal modes. Sequences form equally
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spaced vibrational peaks (Figure 10). For the case of
two normal vibrations, for each Lv^, 0, ±1, ±2, ...,
sequences can be formed for each value of Av2 (Figure
10). The resulting spectrum for two active vibrational
modes (Figure 11) show equally spaced lines of Av2
separated by Av.. The Av. and Av, are approximately the
difference between the frequencies of the excited and
ground state vibrational transitions. For large values
of Av^, the difference between sequences and
progressions are vague.

The intensity distribution among the vibrational
modes contributing to the absorption band is in large
part determined by the overlap between the ground and
excited electronic state wave functions. For any
electronic transition between states m and n, the
transition moment is given by equation 18.

R

M

R

=

4' =
m

(18)

transition moment operator
the wave function of the m*"*1 electronic state
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The selection rules are

0
M

m,n

forbidden transition
(19)

*0 allowed transition

In order that an integral be non-zero when integrated
over all space the integrand must be symmetric. For the
integrand in equation 18 be symmetric, the product of
the wavefunctions ¥

and ¥

must be the same symmetry

as the transition moment operator. The Franck-Condon
Principle states that, if no molecular rearrangement
takes place during the transition, the integral can be
factored into separate integrations over vibrational
and electronic wavefunctions.

(19a)

|dXQ(X iX j)

The Franck-Condon overlap integral
4-Vi

between the i

vibrational level of

the a*"*1 electronic state and the
vibrational level of the b
electronic state.

4“V\

(19b)
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(19c)

H.
m,n

(19d)

K ( x ix j)

can be factored into separate integrals of the
electronic transition moment and

, the Franck-Condon

overlap integral.

The size of the integral in equation 19b, the
Franck-Condon integral, is a measure of the
participation of each normal mode in the electronic
transition. An absorption band is composed of
electronic transitions from a vibrational transition in
the ground state to another vibrational transition in
the excited state. For the transition to be allowed,
the overall integrand must be symmetric.

b.

Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Photoelectron Spectroscopy involves the

measurement of the energy needed to remove an electron
from a particular molecular orbital in a molecule. The
frequency of the incident radiation needed to remove an
electron from orbital k is given by
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v

=

2
m ev /2

[mev 2/2 + Ik ] / " h

=

(20)

kinetic energy of the ionized electron.
i.u

1^

= ionization potential of the k

orbital.

A measurement of the kinetic energy of the ejected
electron and the frequency of the light yields the
molecular orbital energy if the rest of the molecule
does not rearrange during the ionization process. The
assumption of a vertical ionization is a statement of
Koopman's Theorem (17,p 627) and is valid if electron
correlation is not significant.

2.
a.

Literature
Photoelectron Spectroscopy
The fact that the ST0-3G basis set gives the

closest agreement with experimental determinations of
the barrier to internal rotation for benzaldehyde has
been considered as "serendipitous" by ab initio
enthusiasts. The carbonyl group is supposedly in
resonance with the benzene ring. Microwave and
Far-Infrared data reviewed thus far certainly indicate
quite strongly that the resonance interaction of the
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carbonyl with the ring is not as extensive as has been
traditionally thought. The photoelectron spectrum taken
of gas phase benzaldehyde indicates that the carbonyl
group contributes but very little to the planarity of
benzaldehyde (18) - by splitting the elg orbital of the
benzene ring by only 0.1 ev ( 800 cm”1) . This important
finding actually can cause even more confusion but may
have significance in the explanation as to why so few
torsional transitions are observed in the far infrared
spectrum of gas phase benzaldehyde. The stabilization
energy estimate is a crude estimate of the barrier to
internal rotation of benzaldehyde. The significance of
this work is that the conjugation between the ring and
carbonyl groups is much less than expected. The barrier
to internal rotation of the 0-CHO bond might indeed be
less than the 1600 cm”1 reported by Kakar (2).

b.

Ultraviolet Absorption Spectrum of Benzaldehyde
The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of

benzaldehyde displays four singlet-singlet electronic
transitions in the ultraviolet region. A weak singlet
*

.

.

n «- n from the carbonyl oxygen lone pair has its origin

at 3715A. This transition overlaps the long wavelength
tail of the energetically lowest of three singlet n <-7r
transitions with origins at 2841, 2417, and 1945A (5).
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4>
The Singlet n «- n Transition

The lowest energy singlet transition is a singlet
n <-n (19) originating from the "lone pair" electrons on

the carbonyl oxygen and occupying the excited n

state

localized mainly between the carbon and oxygen atoms of
the carbonyl group. With an emax of 10 (20), this
transition is considered to be only slightly allowed
because of intensity borrowing from the very intense
*
—1
second singlet rr <-rr transition 15,000 cm
above the
X *
n7r transition. An alternate description of the
transition intensification is based on vibronic
intensification of the transition by considering that
the transition dipole moment can be expanded as a
Taylor series in normal coordinates around the
equilibrium ground state geometry. Truncation of the
series at the first order term, equation 18 for the
transition from the n orbital in the ground state to
•Jjg

the carbonyl n

state becomes (21)

“on, jn* <Qi> =e[dT:v [*001'Qi |'* jn*]

n+(6n/6Qi) [r|"*+ ( S ^ / S Q ^ .

(21)

'$C

Almasy's analysis of the first singlet n <- n band of
benzaldehyde over the wavelength region of 316 to 375
nm shows that the active excited state fundamentals,
v * , are 1309, 728, and 134 cm

-1

while the active ground

state fundamentals are 130 and 218 cm

. Subsequent

work by Smoralek (21) showed that the origin was at
26,917 cm

-l

. The 1309, 728, and 134 cm

~l

assigned as the excited C=0 stretch, v ^ ,

bands were
and CHO

torsional modes respectively. The excited bands 130 and
218 cm

-1

. .

from the origin were assigned as the CHO

torsional and the in-plane aldehyde wag respectively
(21). A more complete analysis of the entire band
showed that the ring out-of-plane hydrogen modes (738
cm 1) were the most active in band intensification of
the first singlet

tt

<- n transition. This showed

considerable delocalization of the n7r

state into the

ring. While this transition originates supposedly from
a planar state, but the terminal n

state is considered

to be nonplanar (21).

The First Singlet n <-n Transition
The first singlet n <-n transition's origin lies
at 284lA (35,198 cm"1 ) with an e
= 1220 (20).
max
Almasy's analysis was that the active excited state
fundamentals were 954 and 400 cm

-1

. The active ground

state fundamentals were at 130, 218, 1204, 1001, and
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440cm 1 . No vibrational assignments have been found in
the literature. Tentative assignments for the ground
state fundamentals are 130 cm

—

1

(torsional), 218 cm

—1

(CHO wag), 1204 cm-1 (A' i>15) , 1001 cm-1 (A" i>2g) .
Assignment of these bands can be made because of the
lack of other bands in the vicinity. Assignment of the
other bands would require both band contour analysis of
a high resolution spectrum as well as deuterium
substitution.

ifc

The Second Singlet n <-n Transition
4r
The second singlet n +-n transition has its origin
at 2419A with an e _

XllclX

= 25,000 (20). Kimura, et al,

consider the band to be =68% intra molecular
charge-transfer (22) . Prominent vibrational
progressions included in the jet-cooled absorption
spectrum correspond to 780, and 212 cm

-1

excited state

frequencies assigned to the v21 in-plane ring
deformation and the v>2 5 in-plane CHO bend (23) . The
cooled spectrum still contains the diffuse part of the
band (Graph 8). These two transitions might exist
because of the persistence of the diffuse part of the
envelope at low temperatures. However, sequence band
congestion should disappear at low temperatures. The
second singlet n +-n transition at low temperatures
resembles the room temperature spectrum of the first
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*
singlet n <~ti transition in that the sharp features are
more prominent than at higher temperatures. The idea of
dual transitions existing for the first and second
•fa

singlet n +-n transitions is certainly a possibility.

The Third Singlet n *-n Transition
The third singlet n*<-n has an e
of s 50,000 at
max
1
1955A (22) and compares to the benzene B ly band (5,p
19 5 ) . No vibrational analysis has been attempted.

Nothing more is known about this band.

No data on gas phase benzaldehyde exists in which
the temperature of the sample was varied except for the
t/c

jet-cooled spectrum taken on the second singlet n *-tc
transition (23) . Temperature effects at or near ambient
temperatures would not be expected for a heat-stable
molecule with a barrier to internal rotation of 1611
cm 1 for its only internal rotation. Temperature
effects indicative of a molecule that has nonplanar
conformations in the ground electronic state are
presented in the next section.

III.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

A.

Research Design

1.

Experimental
The main hypothesis of this work is that a

significant fraction of the molecules in a vapor phase
sample of benzaldehyde are not strictly planar in their
electronic ground states. This hypothesis was arrived at
after the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of vapor phase
benzaldehyde was taken at and above ambient
temperatures. The three singlet n <-7r transitions
displayed both sharp and diffuse parts. The diffuse
structures of each band becoming more prominent with
increasing temperatures.

The definition of strictly planar is that the
atoms of the molecule oscillate about the planar
equilibrium configuration in all vibrational transitions
in the ground state. Benzaldehyde is considered to be
strictly planar. The only distortion for benzaldehyde in
its ground state would be the rotation of the aldehyde
about the 0-CHO bond. The accepted barrier to internal
rotation is approximately 1611 cm-1 (2). Collisions
between molecules and the walls of the container can
impart a maximum of kT (Boltzmann's constant times the
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absolute temperature) to a molecule. At room
temperature, this product is approximately 200 cm

—l

Temperature effects in the electromagnetic spectra
should reflect transitions between conformations that
can be appreciably populated at the temperature of the
sample. Three molecules in ten thousand can have
rotating aldehyde groups at room temperature. This
suggests that other reasonable alternatives to the
traditional interpretation of the ground state of
benzaldehyde must be sought.

Experiments to be performed should complement
experiments performed and reported in the existing
literature. No experiments on vapor phase benzaldehyde
have been performed save the supersonic beam ultraviolet
beam experiment on the second singlet n <-n transition
(23). The results of that experiment were that the sharp
features of the band became more prominent but the
diffuse part of the band did not disappear. This
behavior is atypical of spectral congestion caused by
sequence bands (23), and caused the investigators to
speculate that two electronic transitions might be
present in the envelope designated as the second singlet
7r <-tt . Present ultraviolet absorption spectra on vapor
phase benzaldehyde reveal that similar temperature
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effects are present in all three of the singlet n <-n
transitions. The experimental and computational methods
employed should not complement each other but the
calculations should test hypotheses formed from the
analysis of experimental data. The tasks are to

a.

test the traditional hypothesis that vapor

phase benzaldehyde should be planar or rotate
freely.

b.

test the hypothesis that the temperature

effects observed in the ultraviolet absorption are
caused by structural deformations in the ground
state.

To test the hypothesis that benzaldehyde is planar
or has its aldehyde freely rotating about the 0-CHO
bond, proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectra
taken at different temperatures is the experiment of
choice. The two protons in the ortho position are
different for planar benzaldehyde because one hydrogen
is deshielded by an aldehyde proton while the other is
affected by the aldehyde oxygen atom. Freely rotating
aldehyde benzaldehyde should not have two distinct ortho
protons and should display one peak midway between the
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planar ortho hydrogen peaks. The observation of two
peaks coalescing into one will not negate the
possibility of other types of distortions from planarity
but will establish partial validity of the traditional
picture of the ground electronic state of benzaldehyde.
If the two peaks do not collapse into one intermediate
peak, the validity of the strictly planar picture of
benzaldehyde comes into serious jeopardy and the
spectroscopic determination for the internal rotation
barrier height of 1611 cm”1 will seem more acceptable.

Proof that structural changes are taking place in
the ground state of benzaldehyde must be experimental.
Infrared absorption spectra taken at different
temperatures will not only indicate whether or not
structural changes are taking place, but suggest the
normal modes involved in the distortion(s). Split peaks
of normal mode absorption bands are caused by normal
modes oscillating with slightly different force
constants - one force constant for each conformation.
The splitting may be so small as to be unobservable
except as asymmetric band broadening with increasing
temperature. High energy band side preferential line
broadening indicates electron density enhancement of the
oscillator. Broadening to the low energy side of the
band indicates the weakening of the bonds involved in
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the normal mode. The normal modes involved in the
distortions target the part(s) of the molecule involved
in the distortion(s).

2.

Computational
Computational schemes should be designed to

augment and help interpret the experimental results. The
computations should be carried out at more than one
level of approximation (basis set, electron correlation)
when possible. Projected computational projects are the
following:

a.

Determination of the barrier to internal

rotation of benzaldehyde by ab initio and
semiempirical computational approaches. Gaussian 86
(16), MOPAC and AMPAC (24) are the three
dominant Quantum Chemistry programs currently being
used for structural determinations of molecules.
The barrier height to internal rotation of
benzaldehyde is determined mostly by resonance
between the carbonyl and phenyl groups. Each
individual basis set portrays the interaction
between the carbonyl and phenyl groups differently
so that an array of choices should exist after
completion of the computations.
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b.

The computation that agrees the closest with

spectroscopic results will determine the basis set
of choice for force field calculations. The
vibrational frequencies of experimental geometries
will be calculated to compare with infrared
experimental data.

c.

Qualitative determination of the normal mode

contributions to the oscillator strengths of the
four singlet transitions in the ultraviolet
absorption spectrum will be attempted using the
CNDO/S-CI program. Geometrical input will be the
equilibrium experimental geometries and
root-mean-square deviations from same in each of
the 36 normal modes of benzaldehyde. The purpose of
the calculation will be to aid in the
discrimination of sequence band versus progression
series congestion in the spectrum of benzaldehyde.

The purpose of obtaining these data and performing
these computations is to furnish descriptive tools that
should help in the choice of potential models for the
ground state of benzaldehyde.
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B.

Theory and Computation

1.

Background

The far infrared spectrum of benzaldehyde in the vapor
phase contains only four torsional transitions - "hot
bands" notwithstanding. The appearance of only four
transitions corresponds roughly to slightly more than
one-fourth the "distance" up a potential well of 1611
cm

before the aldehyde rotates freely. The assignment

of only four torsional transitions certainly causes one
to seriously question the validity of the 1611 cm
barrier to internal rotation. To address the question
concerning the barrier height, the barrier to internal
rotation for benzaldehyde was calculated by numerous ab
initio and semi-empirical approaches.

Barriers to internal rotation in previous
calculations with ab initio basis sets were conducted
with only partial geometric optimization due to the size
of the molecule (16). The calculations performed as part
of this work were on the molecule with complete
geometric optimization. What is meant by complete
geometric optimization is that several attempts were
made to optimize the geometry - each attempt with a
different "set" of bond lengths and distances varied
while the complement of this set were held constant.
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This was repeated until no further significant lowering
of the total energy was obtained.

The total energy as a function of the nuclear
coordinates, in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
generates the potential energy surface of the molecule.
This surface describes the motions of the molecule's
atoms in their normal vibrational modes, trajectories of
atoms during part of a chemical reaction,
configurational changes to another ••form" of the
molecule, etc. Of special interest to the understanding
of the immediate topic of interest, i.e. the ground
state of benzaldehyde, is the energy barrier to internal
rotation of the aldehyde group about the 0-CHO bond.
Potential surfaces generated from the closed shell
Hartree-Fock procedure can at best hope to parallel the
exact surface of the molecule (25).

The Fock single determinantal wave function

^9 o >

=

1 *i*2’" * a * b >

contain the set of "best" spin orbitals {r } which
cl
minimize the total electronic energy, Eq , given by

(22)
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equation 23.

Eo

=

I <a| h(1)

|a> +

( V 2 )X

a

h(l)

=

[taalbb]

-

[ab|ba]J

ab

-(1/2)V*

(23)

- J Z h / r l /A(23a)
A

<al h(l)

|a> =

(23b)

[aalbb]

=

(23c)

Jdx1dT2 [*a(1)* b (2)rl2*a(1)* b (2)]
coulomb integral

[ablba]

= Jdi^dT^ ^ ( l ) X ^ ( l ) r ~ ^ x a (2)xh (2)^

(23d)

exchange integral

r^ A

=

distance between electron 1 and nuclear
center A.

Each basis set was chosen to present degrees of

(23e)
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interaction between the phenyl and formyl parts of the
molecule. The following ten calculations were chosen:

Semi Empirical

MNDO/2
MNDO/2 FULL SCF
AMI

Ab Initio

ST0-3G
RHF/6-31G
RHF/6-31G*
RHF/6-31G**
MP2/6-31G*
MP2/6-31G**

The MNDO/2

(modified neglect of diatomic overlap)

is termed a semi-empirical method because the terms of
the Fock matrix and the core repulsion integrals are not
determined analytically. The values of the matrix
elements are determined from experimental data or from
expressions that can be parameterized to fit
experimental data (26). The AMI Hamiltonian was
developed to overcome the tendency of the MNDO program's
overestimation of repulsions between atoms separated by
the sum of their respective van der Waals radii (24).
The semi-empirical methods were developed historically
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as a practical alternative to ab initio calculations
requiring several more orders of magnitude computational
time. Two tests for the "worth" of a basis set for
benzaldehyde are the most stable configuration and the
barrier to internal rotation. Other semi-empirical
approaches such as CNDO, INDO, and earlier versions of
MNDO predicted the most stable configuration with the
carbonyl group perpendicular to the ring. Changes in
internal energy rather than ground state energies were
sought for comparison with the results obtained from ab
initio basis sets.

The ab initio ST0-3G basis set uses "contracted"
Gaussian functions to reproduce the results of minimal
basis set Slater orbital calculations. Three Gaussians
are used to describe each Slater function by
"contracting" the coefficients and orbital exponents to
minimize the following integrals:

(24)

(25)

The contraction exponents in each shell (2s and 2p) are
constrained to be equal. The ST0-3G basis set is
optimized first,then contracted. The 6-31G basis sets
are contracted first, then optimized. The basis set for
each atom consists of inner shell, inner valence, and
outer valence functions with contractions of 6, 3 and 1
primitive functions respectively. The super script
asterisk (*) denotes the addition of polarization
functions such as the d-type functions to the first-row
atoms and p-type functions to hydrogen atoms (**). The
MP2/ calculations are Moller-Plossett second order
perturbation results, which were carried out to check
for correlation effects especially regarding the
interaction between the ring and aldehyde. A previous
study on benzaldehyde utilizing ab initio basis sets
produced higher internal rotation barriers with 6-31G
basis sets and partial optimization than did ST0-3G
basis sets. The reason was thought to be the absence of
configuration interaction level calculations, i.e.,
incomplete treatment of electron correlation (16).

2.

Findings

a.

Ground State Energies

The variational principle states that the true energy
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of the system always lies beneath that of any trial
basis set. Lower energies for the ground state are a
beginning for the assessment of a "good" set of
functions to describe a molecule. Figure 12 presents
results for the ground state energy calculations on
benzaldehyde with ab initio basis sets. The following
order of decreasing ground state energies were found to
hold in these calculations (Figure 12):

RHF/ST0-3G > RHF/6-31G > RHF/6-31G* >
RHF/6-31G** > MP2/6-31G* > MP2/6-31G**

These results are to be expected. The addition of
primitives to describe a Slater orbital, the addition of
orbital types such as d-orbitals, the addition of
determinants to the wave function all correspond to
expanding the basis set above that of a minimal basis
set such as ST0-3G. The energy of the minimum lowers
with the complexity of the basis set. The reverse was
true of the saddle point with the aldehyde perpendicular
to the plane of the ring. Although the nonplanar
configuration calculations were not carried out at the
minimum of the potential surface, convergence criteria
were met for stationary points.
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The best agreement with spectroscopic
determinations of the barrier was with the ST0-3G
minimal basis set (refer Figure 13.)* The MND02
calculations actually predicted the aldehyde to be
perpendicular to the ring. Similar results - the
perpendicular configuration being the most stable - were
obtained with CNDO/2 and INDO calculations but were not
included in this work. Contrary to the speculation of
Penner, et al,

(16), the inclusion of electron

correlation (MP2/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G**) lowered the
energy of the perpendicular configuration, but not as
much as the ground state was lowered resulting in a net
increase in the calculated barrier heights. The AMI
semi-empirical result predicted a barrier height of 929
—i
cm
, much less than the experimental value.

The ST0-3G and AMI calculations agree the most
closely with the spectroscopic determined barrier height
(Figure 13). However, both of these basis sets provide
very little interaction between the aldehyde and the
phenyl groups. The lack of sufficient electron
correlation between the ring and carbonyl group may be
the reason. Although a second order perturbation MP2
calculation was used for 6-31G* and 6-31G** basis sets,
the electron correlation may still have been

insufficient to properly model benzaldehyde. Mounting
experimental evidence in the literature as well as
additional data in this work point to the picture of a
non planar benzaldehyde. Calculations suggest that the
nonplanar configuration is not a molecule with the
formyl group rotating about the <p-CHO bond. Other
out-of-plane deformations are possible. Gas phase
experiments in the NMR, ultraviolet and infrared regions
of the spectrum were conducted to investigate what types
of deformations were possible (13). CNDO/S-CI
calculations were carried out on experimental geometries
to see what effects might be observed in the utraviolet
absorption spectrum when the molecule was distorted from
the planar configuration (13) .

b.

Excited State Energy Levels
CNDOS/CI calculations of transition moments were

carried out on benzaldehyde for three equilibrium
geometries - planar, aldehyde bent out-of-plane, and
aldehyde plane perpendicular to the phenyl group. To
determine the effect each normal coordinate had on the
transition moment for a particular geometry, CNDO/S-CI
calculations for each mode were carried out at one
root-mean-square displacement of each atom from its
equilibrium position. The root-mean-square atomic
displacements in the harmonic approximation is given by
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(h/ <

jcoth ^fihcu^y/ 2

(26)

•
•th
Q^ = normal coordinate for the i
normal mode
c

speed of light
i.u

vibrational frequency of the i

normal mode

The equilibrium geometries and root-mean-square (rms)
displacements of atoms for each normal mode was
determined by an ab initio force calculation using the
STO-3G basis set of Gaussian 86. The purpose of the
calculations was to

1.) determine the effect on transition moments of each
normal mode in each of the three geometries - planar,
bent, and perpendicular.
2.) ascertain how many in-plane (A') and out-of-plane
(A") normal modes of benzaldehyde contribute to the
transition moment oscillator strengths of each
experimental geometry.

The first test looks at each mode - particularly the
•jc

modes active in the first singlet n *-n transition in
each geometry. The second test is a straight number
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count - total numbers of "active" modes in each
geometry.

The Sn <r S Q

n*<-n manifold of benzaldehyde

contains transitions that exhibit both sharp and diffuse
character. The relative amounts of sharp and diffuse
character change in favor of the latter with increasing
temperature (Graphs 5, 6, 7). The addition of
progressions to an absorption envelope can give the
appearance of sequence band congestion. The first
singlet n <-n transition of benzaldehyde appears to be
broken into two bands. One in which progressions
predominate and one in which either sequence bands
predominate or more progressions contribute to the
oscillator strength of the transition. With either
interpretation - sequence band or progression congestion
- one part of the transition has more densely packed
peaks than the other. The densely packed structure
becomes more dominant as the temperature is increased
(Graph 5). Results of the calculations will help to
assess the hypothesis that the diffuse part of the first
singlet rc *-n band is caused by either sequence band
congestion or addition of progressions to the transition
facilitated by a molecular deformation in the ground
state.
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The oscillator strengths of absorptive transitions
are usually calculated between the vibrationless levels
of the ground and excited states of the molecule (27).

M

=

m,n

R

dr f$ *
(m

R

(27)

¥ 1
nj

=

transition moment operator

¥ =
m

the wave function of the m

V n

=

JdTQ (XiXj)|dTe ( <

dr^lx^Xjj =
J

electronic state

|*|*b)

(28)

The Franck-Condon overlap integral
between the ith vibrational level of
the ath electronic state and the jth
vibrational level of the b
electronic state.

The Herzberg-Teller approach to correcting the
wavefunction for nuclear motion is to expand the
wavefunction in nuclear displacement. The first order
wavefunction in this approach is

*>

-

+

(30)
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=

ith

normal coordinate

#*

For the first singlet n *-ti transition of benzaldehyde,
the transition moment to first order in Q. is
i

M *

=

n 1’n

J dr e [4'*
l 71

R ¥ * )° +
n i )

dr.
(31)

where the superscript zero refers to evaluation of the
integrals at the undisplaced coordinates (28). Equation
31 (28) has been used to study the symmetry forbidden
singlet transitions of benzene and the singlet n <- n
transition of benzaldehyde (21) within the CNDOS
approximation. Ziegler and Goodman explain nonzero
oscillator strengths of forbidden transitions in benzene
and benzaldehyde as "intensity borrowing" from
neighboring, much stronger transitions through vibronic
coupling. In the Herzberg-Teller approach, the zeroth
order term for a forbidden transition is zero but the
first order term is not because of the nuclear
displacements from their equilibrium positions (28).
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Equation 31 requires knowledge of the ground and
excited state equilibrium geometries. A more convenient
form for the transition moment and oscillator strength
is given by Fischer (29,p 93).

*

AE

.=

IT ,11.

-n,n
tt

tt ,

* M _ *(Q_ ,)
TT,TTi
TT * 1

(32)

* = oscillator strength of the first singlet

<-7r transition. (32a)

AE_

I I ,71

^

mean energy of the absorption band.

(32b)

= one root-mean-square displacement from
equilibrium of each atom in the ground state of
the i

normal mode.

(32c)

Equation 32 was the calculation carried out with the
CNDO/S-CI in this experiment. The transition moment was
determined with 75 configurations in the interaction at
and one rms displacement away from equilibrium for each
normal mode in each of the three geometries. The ground
state normal coordinates are used in the calculation so
should be more applicable to fluorescence than
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absorption analysis, but can be used for a qualitative
description (29,p 95).

The results of the CNDO/S-CI calculations show
that the in-plane bending inodes are more plentiful in
the bend and perpendicular forms of benzaldehyde than in
the planar mode. Although the perpendicular form could
be discarded by virtue of the NMR results, the
calculations were carried out nonetheless. The bent form
of the molecule in all of the lowest three singlet
transitions are seen to have considerably more
progressions than the planar form (refer to Figures 14,
15, and 16).

Tables 2 and 3 show that the A" CHO-BEND mode is
less active in the bend than in the planar mode. The
v 10a'

u 17b mo<*es are J-ess active in the bend than in the

planar configuration. The v^, v 12, v 19a» and Ring-CHO
bend modes are active in the planar mode but not in the
bend configuration. Comparison with Almasy's
progressions (20) shows that the progression intensities
based on energy spacings of 954, 130, 218, 1001, and 440
cm 1 would decrease if these progressions originated
from a planar molecule being bent out-of-plane with
increasing temperature.
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These calculations show qualitatively that more
progressions can take part in the transition if the
aldehyde is bent out of the plane or rotated
perpendicular to the phenyl ring. Qualitative agreement
with the hypothesis was obtained.

C.

Ultraviolet Absorption Experiments

1.

Sample pathway

All of the ultraviolet absorption experiments in the
gas phase were carried out under flow conditions to
minimize the oxidation of the molecule. The vacuum
system, flowed from the sample container to the trap
cooled by liquid nitrogen. The flow cell was a ten
centimeter path length cell made from stainless steel.
The heating jacket was a conventional 110 volt heating
tape that was wrapped around the barrel of the sample
cell . The heating tape was wrapped in fiberglass
insulating tape. Sample cell windows were recessed
one-half an inch to safeguard against condensation. The
safeguard against condensation was not necessary for
these particular flow experiments since vapor pressure
inside the heated sample cell was always below the
equilibrium vapor pressure of benzaldehyde at room

temperature. Needle valves were placed in the flow line
on both sides of the sample cell. The entrance needle
valve was opened more than the exit valve. Such
precautions were necessary to keep a positive pressure relative to the sample cell and exit line - above the
sample. This part of the design was a precaution against
the cycling of the vapor pressure that normally takes
place during evaporation. The vapor pressure gradient
was modular with the vapor pressure above the sample
container being the highest and the vapor pressure after
the needle valve on the exit side of the sample
container the lowest. Cold trapping of the material
ensured that negligible amounts of sample became
effluent.

Sample purification consisted of drying the sample
over calcium sulfate followed by fractional distillation
under nitrogen into a flask containing calcium sulfate
as a desiccant.

Data was acquired on a Cary 217 Spectrophotometer.
Automatic gain control was used instead of automatic
slit control so that the spectra would have the same
resolution throughout the wavelength range. Fixed slit
widths of 0.25mm were used in all ultraviolet absorption
experiments. The Cary 217 is a grating instrument. The
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ability to separate adjacent spectral lines is defined
as the resolving power, R, is defined by equation 33.

R
X

= w|de/dx|
=

(33)

wavelength of the light

8X = a wave band or range of wavelengths

60 = solid angle over which 6X is spread
w

= effective aperture width.

Resolving power ultimately must be connected to the
ability to distinguish one peak from another in an
absorption spectrum.

R

= X/ (8X)

X

= average wavelength between two just

(33a)

resolved lines.

Two lines that are "just resolved" must have their peak
maxima separated by a ten percent decrease in intensity
from the smallest peak. When looking for a progression
or sequence in electronic spectroscopy, wavelengths are
converted to reciprocal centimeters to obtain a linear
scale in energy.

R

- v / (8v)

(33b)
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= average wavenumber between two just

v

resolved lines.
=

v

1/A

which, for a grating

instrument

R

(33c)

R

=

mW/a

m

= spectral order

N

= total number of illuminated lines

(33d)

on the

face of the grating.
W

= the width of the grating

a

= spacing between equivalent ruled edges

The maximum theoretical resolving power for the gratings
employed in the Cary is 0.1 angstroms. Spectral orders
higher than an m of one are screened out by filters. The
exit slit of the spectrophotometer limits the range of
wavelengths of light as

AA

= 2WD

d "1

f

-1

= fsA/self”1

= focal length of the monochromator

With slit widths of 0.25mm, the ability to resolve

(34)

(35)
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_n

between peaks separated by 50 - 100cm

f_rthe first

singlet n*<-n is insured.

2.

Findings

•ff

The singlet n <-tt transitions in the ultraviolet
absorption spectrum of benzaldehyde display some sharp
structure superposed on a more diffuse absorption
envelope. All transitions become more diffuse as the
temperature is increased (Graphs 5, 6, 7). The tendency
for the sharp bands to "melt" into the more diffuse part
of the envelope decreases as the transition energy
increases.

The band with the sharpest structure is the lowest
. .
.
-l
energy band whose origin lies at 35,191 cm
as compared

to the origin found by Almasy at 37198 cm""1 (20) . No
argument as to the wavenumber assignments can be made
since Almasy's resolution was much higher than that
obtained on the Cary 217 used in these experiments.
Despite the lower resolution of the Cary, the active
fundamentals listed by Almasy (20) became less intense
relative to the underlying diffuse peak with increasing
temperature. The overall structure of the band resembles
a set of gaussian peaks (sharp peaks) superimposed on a

"tailing" peak centered at approximately 36,500 or
-1
37,000cm
(Graph 5). This spectrum appears very much
&
like the second singlet n <-7r absorption spectrum of a
jet-cooled sample of benzaldehyde (23)

(Graph 8).

The following findings are valid:
1.

The sharp structure "melts" into the

underlying diffuse band as the temperature
increases.
2.

The progression of the sharp structure has its

origin at 35,198 cm-1 - the origin.
3.

The diffuse band is either
a.

the same electronic transition with its

origin away from the fundamental, or
b.

a different transition whose origin lies

several hundred cm-1 above the origin of the
band with the sharp structure.
4.

The diffuse band and the band with sharp

features appear to have approximately the same
oscillator strength.
•fa

5.

The second and third singlet n <-7i transitions

at higher energies display similar features as in
items 1 and 3 but to lesser extent as the energy of
the electronic transition increases.

The implication is that the transitions have more
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than one electronic state either in the ground and/or
the upper level "end" of the transition. Jet-cooled data
on benzaldehyde (23) led the investigators to speculate
A
that the second n <-n transition of benzaldehyde might
have two transition simply because the diffuse part of
the band would simply not "retreat" into the baseline as
it should have if that part of the structure were caused
by sequence band congestion (23).

No assignments of the progressions found by Almasy (20)
have been found in the literature. The ground state
fundamental establish progressions in an aldehyde
"liquid-like" torsion (130 cm*"1), CHO-Bend (218 cm”1),
aldehyde H-wag (1001 cm”1), i^(Bz-CIIO)

(1204 cm”1) , vl6b

or ring-CHO stretch (440 cm”1) . Excited state
progressions were observed by Almasy (20) and could well
be the vl6 a (400 cm

-1

) and

(954 cm

-1

) modes with

depleted electron density due to excitation. The sharp
structure of the transition certainly appears to be
literally laced with aldehyde influence.

The first singlet n <-ir band of benzaldehyde
contains sharp vibronic progressions based on
out-of-plane motion of both the phenyl and formyl parts
of the molecule. Progressions based on excited state
vibrations display the lowering of frequency (energy)

due to electron density depletion expected when the
optical electron is excited from its valence orbital.
Computations will be discussed in the section on excited
states. Three different geometries - planar, aldehyde
bent, aldehyde perpendicular - underwent a normal
coordinate analysis with the ab initio ST0-3G basis set.
Stationary points were found for all three experimental
geometries. Thirty six modes for each geometry were
tested to see which modes contributed oscillator
strength to each of the transitions in the singlet
manifold. These computations were carried out to aid in
the interpretation of the temperature effects in the
infrared and ultraviolet absorption spectra.

D.

Infrared Absorption Experiments

1.

Experimental
The infrared spectra were taken with an

International Business Machine IR/32 Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectrometer. This spectrometer was equipped
with a deuterated triglyceride sulfate detector that
covers the mid-infrared range from 4800 to 400 cm-1.
Infrared light from a Nernst globar source is collimated
and passed through a Michelson interferometer. The light
modulated by the interferometer is passed through the
sample compartment. The focus of the light beam is
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approximately at the center of the sample compartment.
Helium-Neon laser light follows the same path as the
infrared light - allowing for the calibration of the
moving mirror and alignment of the optics and sampling
accessories.

The sample compartment was a Perkin Elmer gas cell
with a one meter path length. Temperature heating of the
sample cell was accomplished by wrapping a 110 volt
heating tape around the exterior of the cell. The
heating tape was insulated with fiberglass tape.
Temperature control was accomplished with a Sargent
Thermonitor. The cover of the optical bench would not
accommodate the Perkin Elmer gas cell. A complete cover
for the optical bench was built with a larger sample
compartment and a lid that would accommodate the one
meter path length cell and sample flow lines. The
pressure of the gas cell was monitored with a barocell.
A constant flow of gas was maintained through the sample
cell so that oxidation of benzaldehyde to benzoic acid
because of air leaks would be minimized. The light beam
is recombined before entering the light compartment so
the instrument is a single beam spectrometer.
Backgrounds had to be run before each recording session.
Due to the low sample vapor pressure, many scans had to
be taken for each sample. Three thousand scans were

averaged together for one temperature. Sample runs at
30C, 82C, and several intermediate temperatures of three
thousand scans apiece necessitated very dry conditions
for the optical bench. Nitrogen gas flushed the optical
bench constantly. No positive water peaks occur in the
sample spectra. Sample purification was accomplished in
exactly the same manner for all experiments. The sample
was dried over calcium sulfate and subsequently
distilled under nitrogen and stored over calcium sulfate
under argon in an air-tight container. For the infrared
experiments, immediately prior to running the sample,
the benzaldehyde was vacuum sublimed into the sample
chamber. The sample chamber was especially built in the
glass shop by melding a high-vacuum stop-cock onto a
Florence flask.

2.

The Interferometer
The Michelson interferometer has a light source,

partially silvered mirror to split the light beam, one
stationary and one moving mirror. The mirror splits the
light from the source, sending part to each mirror. The
moving mirror moves perpendicular to the light path. The
"origin" or "white light" position is the position of
the moving mirror when the two light paths are the same
length. The moving mirror oscillates to either side of
the "origin". Each wavenumber (wavelength) produces its
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unique cosine flux pattern and magnitude during the
oscillation of the mirror. The period of the cosine
function is determined by the wavelength of the light
and the path length difference between the two arms of
the interferometer. The recording of the signal versus
optical path difference produces the interferogram. For
a polychromatic source, the interferogram is a sum of
interferograms of the individual wavelengths. A very
short derivation of the Fourier integral follows to
illustrate how a spectrum is produced from a composite
interferogram.

The incident amplitude of the radiation at the
front surface of the beam splitter is

<j)(z, <r)d<r

=

<|>0 (<r)el(c,)t " 2nz(T) d<r

(36)

The beam splitter splits the light and paths of lengths
z ^ and z2 are followed by the light. On recombination at
the back side of the beam splitter, each beam has
undergone a reflection from and transmission through the
partially silvered surface of the beam splitter. The
amplitude of the recombined beam is

i ,_

„

Tr(zi'z 2

>

=

. i , . r i(wt-27ro-z.) ,

le

1

+ e

i(a)t-2Trcrzo n
\

(37)
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r = reflection coefficient
t = transmission coefficient

The light flux for a fixed spectral region, do-, is given
by

I(zlfz2 ,cr)dcr =

(38)

I(z1 ,z2 ,cr)dcr = 2<J>2 (cr) |rt|2 £ 1 + c o s (2n8a) jdo(38a)
8 = z^ - z2

the optical path difference between

the "arms'* of the interferometer.

The total flux at any path difference, 8, is

IR (S) =

IR (0)/2

+

f°°

2 Irt |2 da|<j>Q (cr) c o s (2tt8) j

Jo
(39)
8

=

z 1 - z2 the optical path length difference

between the two arms.

The motion of the mirror about its "origin" at 5 = 0 and
intensity IR (0) produces the interferogram
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00
IR (6) ■

V 0 */2]

*

j

2 |rt |2 d<r ^<j>Q(<r)cos (2tt5 )
Jn
(40)

The "inversion" of this "series" in cr to a "series" in 6
generates the spectrum

B«r) = fl/(7rrt2) I Id5 I |I0 (5) - ID (0)/2 jcos(27i5£r) j

)H(

(41)

The following step-by-step method produces the spectrum
from an interferogram:

a.

Measure IR (5) over the range of S ( twice

the arm displacement from the "origin" of the
moving mirror E ). The value of 6 is usually
discrete since the mirror is driven by a stepping
motor that turns and stops continuously during its
operation.
b.

Determine IR (0) by noting the maximum

intensity of the interferogram.
c.

Substitute the experimental points

(left-hand-side of equation 40) into equation 41
and evaluate the integral for a particular a.
d.

Repeat steps a - c for each <r to produce the
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spectrum of B(cr) versus <r.

3.

Resolution
The resolution of the interferometer describes the

systematic line broadening due to the instrument or
experimental technique. In Fourier Transform
Spectroscopy, artifacts can be introduced into the
spectrum because the instrument is not correctly
described by the mathematical model. Equation 41 has
infinite limits for the differences in the two optical
path lengths followed by the split beam. The value of 5
has finite limits. For a resolution of 2 cm

—1

, the

maximum displacement of the moving mirror is a
half-centimeter. Finite displacements introduce "side
lobes" into the spectrum. To reduce the "side lobes",
apodization of the signal is performed by multiplying
the integrand of equation 41 by a weighting function A
and integrate between the actual displacements of the
mirror.

„L
B(cr) = |l/ (Trrt2) j d5 |a |IR (6) “ IR (0 ) / 2!jcos(27rS<r)J
| c o s ( 27rS(r)

J-L
(42)
A = ^1 - |6|/l |

for triangular apodization

(42a)
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Triangular apodization was used on the data in this
work. The result of triangular apodization is to broaden
the full half-width of a spectral line by 48%.

4.

Findings
The vapor phase infrared spectrum of benzaldehyde

is part of the existing literature (8). No
temperature-dependent spectra of vapor phase
benzaldehyde exists in the existing literature save for
the super-sonic beam study of the second singlet n <-n
transition (23). Investigating local minima in the
ground state energy surface with infrared requires the
investigator to take successive spectra at different
temperatures or to analyze the spectrum extensively at
one temperature. The analysis involves searching the
spectrum for "split" peaks - one for each state of the
molecule ( distinct local minimum ), and noting the
change of relative intensities between spectra taken at
different temperatures.

The spectrum of benzaldehyde was taken at a
resolution of 2cm
4800cm

between the range limits of 400 and

at 30 (Graph 9) and 80 degrees celsius (Graph

10). Table 1 contains the data from the present work at
2cm

-1

resolution under the column entitled VBS. The
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following temperature dependent changes occurred as the
temperature of the sample chamber was increased:

a.

The frequency of the carbonyl band at

1725cm-1 and its first overtone band decreased.
This frequency decrease was observed as an
asymmetric broadening of these two peaks with the
low energy side of the peak displaying the larger
degree of broadening (Graph 11, Figure 17 C.).
b.

The

A/B and vg A/B scissoring motions of

the benzene ring show temperature effects. As the
temperature is increased, the vg band at 1603cm-1
becomes more intense than the

O

band at 1614cm-1

Graph 12). The v Q scissoring motion brings ring
O
carbons in the ortho and meta positions toward
each other whilst their respective hydrogen atoms
go against their motion (Figure 17 A ) . The vg
scissoring motion is described by the ring
hydrogens in the ortho and meta positions trying
to rotate the molecule in the plane in one
direction whilst their carbons try to rotate the
ring in the opposite direction (Figure 17 B ) .
c.

The relative intensities of the numerous

maxima change in the band at 1650cm

—1

(Graph 12).

This band is most certainly an overtone band since
all fundamentals have been assigned in this region

and no reason for disagreement is apparent to this
investigator. The contour of the band is more
complicated than the two-branch A' or the
three-branch A ” bands. Overtone bands are
considered as "local modes" in that the frequency
of the mode is highly localized between two atoms
and is therefore sensitive to its "local"
environment. The band structure is simplified
because no P, Q, and R branches occur.
Nonetheless, at least four local maxima are
evident in the band. Table 1 clearly shows an A"
fundamental at 817cm-1 and an A' fundamental at
825cm

-1

.

. The safe choice is the 825cm

-l

(Figure 18

C) fundamental since its frequency is exactly half
the 1650cm-1 value. This is the

band which is a

substituent sensitive ring-breathing mode (30).
d.

The peaks at 2245cm

-1

and 2272cm

-1

decrease

relative to the peaks at 2252cm-1 (Graph 13).
Tentative assignments for these overtones are to
the

9a

and v n, fundamentals at 1164 and 1167 cm-1
9b

respectively (refer Table 1).

Three fundamentals and four overtone bands display
intensity changes of in-band or between-band types. The
carbonyl stretch frequency decreases as the temperature
is increased (Graph 14). The carbonyl stretch frequency
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will decrease when the C=0 cannot "borrow11 electron
density from the phenyl group. As the temperature is
increased, the carbonyl stretch frequency is decreased,
i.e., the formyl group is forced out-of-plane. Normal
mode calculations with the ST0-3G basis set support this
idea (Table 4).

Vibrational analyses of three experimental
geometries - aldehyde planar, bent out-of-plane, and
perpendicular - was carried out with the ST0-3G ab
initio basis set as a computational test of these
hypotheses. Although the actual calculated value of the
planar CO stretch frequency (Table 4) does not compare
well with the experimental value, the variations of
frequency with the aldehyde bend and perpendicular
geometries support the triwell potential hypothesis. As
the aldehyde is bent out-of-plane, the ST0-3G results
show that the frequency of the carbonyl stretch
decreases. The experimental findings show that the
carbonyl stretch frequency decreases with increasing
temperature.

These three tests are not strong tests but are
nonetheless tests that support the model of a planar
benzaldehyde split along an aldehyde out-of-plane bend
coordinate. Neither the temperature dependence observed
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in the infrared spectra of benzaldehyde nor the ST0-3G
vibrational analyses results (Table 4) support the idea
of benzaldehyde being either strictly planar or its
formyl group rotating freely about the 0-CHO bond. The
temperature effects must arise from some other type of
deformation.

GEOMETRY

ST0-3G

INFRARED

PLANAR

2079

1725

PERPENDICULAR

2087

ALD-BEND

1892

TABLE 4
Comparison of experimental geometry
carbonyl frequencies to infrared data.

E.
1.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Proton Spectra
Objective
Temperature effects were observed in the

ultraviolet absorption spectra of vapor phase
benzaldehyde. In the traditionally accepted model of
benzaldehyde, these effects would be caused by the
rotation of the formyl group about the <f>-CHO bond.
Proton NMR was chosen to test this hypothesis because
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a.

The ortho hydrogens of a planar benzaldehyde

will resonate at different places in the magnetic
field since one hydrogen's chemical shift is
affected by the aldehyde hydrogen while the other
is affected by the aldehyde oxygen.
b.

The ortho hydrogens of benzaldehyde with a

formyl group freely rotating about the 0-CHO bond
will resonate at a field value between those
values of the same hydrogens in a planar
benzaldehyde. This is due to time averaging of the
couplings experienced by the ortho hydrogens.
c.

The NMR spectral changes with temperature of

vapor phase benzaldehyde should center around the
two ortho hydrogen peaks. Planar benzaldehyde with
two ortho hydrogen peaks should change to rotating
aldehyde benzaldehyde with an accompanying
"collapse" of the two ortho hydrogen peaks into a
single peak at an intermediate field value.

If the "collapse" of the two peaks into one is not
observed, the hypothesis is false. If the hypothesis is
false, the temperature effects are caused by some other
type of distortion of the molecule. The distortion(s)
can be in-plane, out-of-plane, or a combination.
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2.

Experimental
The traditional picture of a strictly planar

benzaldehyde whose only allowed distortion from
planarity is rotation of the aldehyde about the 0-CHO
bond was tested by proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy (NMR). The proton spectra of benzaldehyde
in the vapor phase was taken at temperatures of 303,
323, 353, and 373°K (Graph 4) with a BRUKER 200MHz NMR.
The sample tube, a 5mm NMR tube, was vacuum sealed with
benzaldehyde and fully deuterated benzene in the vapor
phase. The deuterated benzene was included to provide
the lock for the magnetic field.

Any particle with non-zero spin has a magnetic
moment. This particle, when placed in a magnetic field,
will take any one of 21+1 different orientations with
respect to the magnetic field where I is the spin of the
particle. Each orientation is designated by a magnetic
quantum number nij. The energy levels allowed by this
magnetic field-induced space quantization are

\

=

- 9 I ‘V " l B

< « >

gj is the nuclear g-factor
=
h

eh/(2mp )

= h/(27T)

(43a)
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e

elementary charge

m.
P
m.
I

mass of the proton

B

-I, -I + 1, . . ., 0
=

I

magnetic field strength

The +1/2 nuclear spin of a proton in a magnetic field
will assume one of two orientations with respect to the
field - with and against energy separation between these
two states is

AE

Ea

=

Ea - Eb

(44)

=

Vn8

(44a)

is the energy
en
of the state with nuclear

spin of +1/2.
Eb

is the energy of the state with nuclear

spin of -1/2.

The energy of the hydrogen atom in zero field is of an
intermediate value. The two states and relative
populations can be estimated by equation 45.

(45)

The magnitude of the net absorption is governed by the
population difference between the upper and lower spin
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state

( Na - Kb ) /

( Na + Nb ) =

V

B/2

(46)

The resonance condition for a sample bathed in an
electromagnetic radiation of frequency y is obeyed when
the magnetic field is adjusted to satisfy

hv

B

local

^ I % Blocal

(47)

B + SB

At the conditions met by equation 47, the nuclei are
stimulated to both absorb and emit. The net absorption
is given by equation 46. Each nucleus will interact with
its local field, B + SB, where S is a constant that
reflects the change in the electron density surrounding
the nucleus induced by neighboring nuclei (equation 47).
The local fields of each nucleus causes the individual
nuclei to have their own individual resonance conditions
given by equation 47. The larger the deshielding, the
smaller the field must be for the resonance condition to
be met.

3.

Findings
The proton NMR spectrum of benzaldehyde in the

vapor phase at 303 degrees Kelvin (30 Celsius) exhibits
four peaks (Graph 14). The aldehyde proton resonates at
the lowest field (7.2 ppm). The ortho position hydrogen
adj acent to the aldehyde oxygen resonates at 3.6 ppm
while the ortho hydrogen adj acent to the aldehyde proton
absorbs at 1.2 ppm. The three protons in the meta and
para ring positions absorb at 0.8 ppm (Graph 14).
Spectra at 303, 323, 353, and 373 degrees Kelvin. If the
aldehyde rotates about the 0-CHO bond, both ortho
hydrogens will experience an average deshielding from
the aldehyde's hydrogen and oxygen nuclei during the
rotation. The collapse of the peaks at 3.6 and 1.2 ppm
with appearance of an intermediate field peak is not
observed (Graph 14).

No evidence of the rotation of the aldehyde about
the 0-CHO bond occurs. The hypothesis that the
temperature effects observed the infrared and
ultraviolet absorption spectra are caused by the free
rotation of the aldehyde group about the <p-CHO bond must
be false. The temperature effects are caused by some
other type of deformation from the regular planar
structure of benzaldehyde. The possibilities are
in-plane, out-of-plane, or a combination thereof.

IV.

A.

The Ground State of Benzaldehyde

Review of The Findings and Pertinent Literature Data

The current accepted model for gas phase
benzaldehyde in its ground state is that the molecule
oscillates about the planar configuration in

all its

fundamental and excited transitions. No mention of
alternate conformations for the electronic ground state
of benzaldehyde is in the literature to the knowledge of
this researcher. Data has been presented in this work
which clearly indicates that the ground state of
benzaldehyde possesses more than one minimum. Additional
data is needed before an acceptable model for the ground
state of benzaldehyde can be constructed. Any model
presented for benzaldehyde must explain the data both in
the literature and in this work. The summary of
discordant data concerning benzaldehyde's ground state
is synopsized here. At least one interpretation will
accompany each datum. A model will be presented that
will attempt to explain part of the data.
Recommendations for future work will be made toward the
goal of providing additional experimental data to
complete the model of the ground state of benzaldehyde
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in the vapor phase.

1.

Ultraviolet
The gas phase ultraviolet absorption spectrum of

benzaldehyde we acquired - with emphasis on the first
singlet n

<-tt

transition - appears to consist of two

transitions (Graph 5). The two transitions are a
structured transition with the origin at 35,184 cm-1
(284 nm) and a more densely packed transition with an
origin at approximately 36,500 cm-1 (275 nm ) . The less
structured (diffuse vibrational peaks) part of the band
becomes more dominant as the temperature is increased.
According to Byrne and Ross (22), the causes of
diffuseness in an absorption band of a molecule range
from rapid electronic relaxation of the excited state to
sequence or progression band congestion. Band congestion
- whether sequence or progression - is certainly
suspected to be the cause of the diffuseness in the
singlet n <-?r transitions because of the wealth of hot
bands in the torsional mode (Graph 4). The changes in
relative intensities on heating the sample, by
themselves, may only indicate that sequences based on
low frequency torsional hot bands

dominate the spectrum

at higher temperatures. The jet-cooled absorption
spectrum of the second singlet n <r-n transition (Graph 8)

does not lose the diffuse part of the band (23). If the
diffuse part of the band were attributable to sequence
band congestion, this structure would not appear at low
temperatures. The jet-cooled spectrum of the first
singlet n <-n band of benzaldehyde would help to resolve
this problem. This experiment would not shed much light
on the ground state of benzaldehyde. The most important
information obtained would be the extent to which
sequence bands contribute to the diffuse part of the
first singlet n <-n band. If the first singlet n <-tt band
retains its diffuse structure as does the second singlet
7r <-7r band, then both the first and second singlet n «-7i
bands will be suspected to contain two states instead of
one. If this trend extends to the third singlet n <-n
band (Graph 7) , then the entire singlet n <-tt manifold is
suspected of band splittings. Changes in the absorption
spectrum in the absence of sequence band progression
with change in temperature causes one to suspect a
ground state with several local minima. This
extrapolation is not far-fetched. All three bands are
■flp

considered to be perturbed n <-n bands of some type or
the other (5).
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2.

Infrared
Durig reported that the aldehyde out-of-plane

bending mode has four prominent Q-branches of
approximately the same intensity instead of the one
Q-branch expected from a normal coordinate analysis.
These Q-branches have been assigned as the fundamental
at 223.8 cm

—1

and "hot bands" at higher frequencies of
-1
224.4, 224.7 and 225.2 cm
even though the "hot bands"

are of approximately the same intensity as the
fundamental (10). A Boltzmann calculation was performed
by us and showed that the intensity of the 2«-l
transition should have approximately a third the
intensity of the fundamental. This is not the intensity
distribution reported by Durig (10). The
pattern resembles a splitting of vibrational peaks more
than a typical hot band progression. Two mechanisms for
band splitting and one mechanism for band repulsion and
intensity sharing will be discussed. All three have
their roots in perturbation theory. Perturbation theory
addresses energy level corrections due to the presence
of neighboring energy levels. If the resonances are
close,the shift in energy levels can be obtained from
the determinantal equation 49 (3, p 215) which is the
first order correction to the unperturbed energy E° for
level n.
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E° - E
n

W.
ni
= 0

W in

W,
in
„o
E~
W

(49)

E? - E

dr
=

(50)

unperturbed vibrational energy

is the anharmonic corrections to the
vibrational potential function

which yields the perturbed energies

r

E

=

S

=E°-E°

E .
ni

E .
ni

±

|

0 -5 [4 |W ni

2 ~, 1 / 2

2

+ 6

J

(51)

( En + E ? ) / 2

In first order perturbation theory, the interaction term
W^n is interpreted in the following manner:

a.

In the Jahn-Teller Effect, the interaction

term is between two degenerate electronic states of
the same symmetry - such as ammonia and perhaps
benzaldehyde.
b.

In the Pseudo Jahn-Teller Effect, the

interaction term is between two close-lying
electronic states not necessarily of the same

symmetry. Xenon-tetraflouride's ground and lowest
singlet state (24). This effect should not be
considered since the lov/est lying singlet state is
the n*<- n transition (Graph 1, Figure 1) . This
transition has an energy almost three times the
10,000 cm”1 gap usually considered as the upper
limit for coupling between states (4).
c.

A Fermi resonance is a degeneracy, considered

accidental (7, p 215). The interaction is between a
fundamental and an overtone of the same symmetry or
a combination band with at least one component of
the the same symmetry as the perturbed vibrational
transition. Additionally, the resonating vibrations
should occupy the same region of the molecule.

The Fermi resonance is the only perturbation considered
that does not distort the potential surface.

3.

The Jahn-Teller Effect If an electronic state is

degenerate, the symmetry on which the degeneracy depends
will be destroyed, and at least one of the minima of the
degenerate potentials will be displaced from its
unperturbed position. This observation, pointed out to
Edward Teller by Landau (25), forms the basis of the
Jahn-Teller "theorem" (26) which states
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"If the adiabatic potential of a nonlinear
polyatomic system has several ( f > 1 ) sheets
coinciding at one point ( f-fold degeneracy ), at
least one of them has no extremum at this point,
the cases of Kramers degeneracy being exceptions."

The Jahn-Teller Effect is a candidate for the splitting
of the aldehyde bend and torsional bands. Any
out-of-plane distortion of a planar molecule creates a
molecule with an inversion through the unperturbed plane
of the molecule as in ammonia (2, p 200) which leads to
a splitting of the vibrational levels. Ab initio
calculations with RHF/6-31G** (Figure 19) show that all
of the nuclei are distorted out of the C1C2C6 plane.
Most notably, the aldehyde is not only bent, but the
aldehyde is slightly pyramidal. One inversion center is
through the plane of the ring. The other is the
inversion of the aldehyde carbon and oxygen through the
C3C1C7 plane (Figure 19). The displacements are not
dramatic and may or may not indicate a trend if
optimizations are carried out when electron correlation
is included and larger basis sets are used. However, if
these distortions persist in larger calculations, the

possibility of a tetrawell (Figure 20) or a perturbed
triwell (Figure 21) or a biwell (Figure 22)potential
exists. For each of the two configurations above and
below the plane there are two orientations of the
aldehyde hydrogen and oxygen with respect to the C3C1C7
plane (Figure 19). The out-of-plane distortion will
increase as the temperature is increased if either
Figures 20 or 21 depict the correct potential. Four
Q-branches will be generated but not necessarily
observed by the potentials. It is less likely to observe
the splittings in the perturbed triwell than in the
tetrawell since the barrier in the inner well lies below
the energy of the transition (Figure 20). Although this
is a symmetry argument, a Jahn-Teller distortion of
benzaldehyde is a possibility that must be considered
because of the Q-branch structure of the out-of-plane
bend and torsion modes observed by Durig's group (10).

4.

Fermi Resonance
The possibility of Fermi resonance must be

considered since the first overtone of the l<-0 torsional
mode has a transition energy close to that of the
aldehyde bend. The Fermi resonance is a resonance
between two vibrations in the same electronic state
having the same (or similar) energies and symmetry. For

benzaldehyde, the first overtone of the l«-0 torsion and
the l<-0 aldehyde out-of-plane bend are both of A"
symmetry (8). When the overtone mixes with the
fundamental it results in two peaks of intensity
intermediate to the fundamental and the overtone. The
Fermi resonance alone would not account for the Q-branch
structure observed in the aldehyde bend band. If the
ground state were distorted into a bi (Figure 22), tri
or tetrawell potential, the overtone band would resonate
with one of the aldehyde bend transitions in each
minimum (Figures 23, 24, 25). The Q-branch intensities
would not be approximately equal, though. Two of the
branches would be equal with the others being more
intense. Our calculations of the normal mode intensities
of benzaldehyde were obtained in the force field
calculation with the ST0-3G ab initio basis set for the
planar and bent geometries. The intensity of the
aldehyde out-of-plane bend increases approximately
six-fold for a seven degree out-of-plane distortion.
Although the bent configuration was not at an
equilibrium geometry, a stationary point was found with
the aldehyde bent seven degrees out-of-plane. The
accidental degeneracy of the first overtone of the 1«~0
torsional transition with the aldehyde out-of-plane bend
cannot account for the Q-branch structure in the biwell
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potential model (Figure 23). If the ground state would
split into a biwell, three bands would be observed with
two of them less intense than the third. This does not
fit the data. The tetrawell and perturbed triwell
potentials with Fermi resonance fit with the ultraviolet
and far infrared data better than the biwell or strictly
planar model. It is conceivable that, even though the
perturbed triwell and tetrawell potentials with Fermi
resonance could have more than the observed number of
Q-branches, distance between equal minima and barrier
heights may could possibly not allow all them to be
observed. The possibility of a Fermi resonance does not
conflict with either potential model. No model can be
treated seriously until we know what splittings are to
be expected in each of these three models.

5.

Additional Data

The highest observed torsional energy level is
approximately 450 cm

-1

above the ground state. More

transitions in this mode should be seen since the
barrier to internal rotation has been calculated to be
1611 cm

and no experimental evidence for tunneling

exists in the microwave spectrum. No attempt was made by
Durig to explain the hot bands associated with the
fundamental (three bands) , the 2<-l transition (two

bands) , or the 3«-2 transition. Inspection of Durig's
torsion band (Graph 4) reveals that the number of peaks
in this region not accounted for by water peaks total
30. Four bands lay between the l<-0 and 2<-l transitions.
Eight bands appear between the 2<-l and 3<-2 transitions
as well as between the 3<-2 and 4<-3 transitions. Seven
possible hot band peaks appeared above the 4«-3
transition. This molecule is not strictly planar in the
ground state and Jahn-Teller splitting is certainly a
possibility.

The "hot bands" of the aldehyde out-of-plane bend
have higher frequencies than the fundamental whereas the
"hot bands" of the torsional transitions are lower. This
assignment by Durig (10) makes little sense unless the
hot bands of the aldehyde bend are transitions of a
different potential well than the fundamental.
Anharmonic frequencies are expected to decrease with the
increase in the energy level of the transition. For a
square well or harmonic potential, the frequencies are
constant. Far infrared spectra at different temperatures
and Boltzmann statistical analysis for vapor phase
benzaldehyde would be very helpful in not only building
a more empirical ground state potential, but to
investigate Durig's anomalous assignments of the
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aldehyde out-of-plane bend assignments. This experiment
was suggested to T.S. Little (27), but the Durig group
has no plans to do the temperature experiment for
benzaldehyde even though they have a temperature
controlled gas-phase cell.

This evidence strongly suggests that benzaldehyde
may have nonplanar conformations accessible at ambient
temperatures. The infrared data shows a loss of
"conjugation" between the ring and CO bond implying a
loss of planarity of the molecule. The NMR data refutes
the notion that the distortion from planarity is a
rotation about the 0-CHO bond. The far infrared data
shows that the aldehyde out-of-plane bending mode has
four equi-intense and prominent Q-branches instead of
one. A progression in the aldehyde torsional mode
certainly suggests a prominent planar or near-planar
component for vapor phase benzaldehyde. The wealth of
torsional hot bands (10)

(Graph 4) cannot be generated

by a simple harmonic or anharmonic potential.

Calculations performed as part of this work
supported the idea that out-of-plane distortions

a.

increase the number of progressions
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contributing to the oscillator strengths of all
ultraviolet transitions in the singlet manifold.
b.

decrease the frequency of the carbonyl

stretch.
c.

increase the intensity of the l<-0 aldehyde

out-of-plane bend indicating that Fermi resonances
may not cause a decrease in intensity of the
perturbed transition.

Additional ab initio calculations with the RHF/6-31G**
basis set and full geometric optimization indicated that
the molecule may not have a plane of symmetry. This
calculation further indicated that the ground state
potential may not be a simple biwell. Although the
calculations were not conclusive, they did not
contradict the notion of a multiwell ground state
potential for gas phase benzaldehyde.

B.

Conclusion
Conclusive evidence must come from experimental

data. Although the data and accompanying calculations
support the need for a multiwell ground state potential
surface for benzaldehyde, electron and neutron
diffraction studies must be carried out in order to
locate all atoms in the molecule. An unsuccessful

chemical abstract search for these data was conducted.
Indications are that the Jahn-Teller Effect with
possible Fermi resonances provides a not unreasonable
explanation of existing data. Without additional
experimental data, neither the Jahn-Teller Effect nor
the Fermi resonance can be justified. The temperature
experiment in the far infrared should be done to aid in
a Boltzmann calculation for energy separations between
the local minima if the diffraction studies support a
multiwell potential model. The models presented in this
thesis contradict no existing experimental structural
determination of gas phase benzaldehyde. The strictly
planar model of benzaldehyde contradicts the majority of
the existing data. Benzaldehyde is an important molecule
that serves as a building block for larger molecules of
biological significance. If the assumption of strict
planarity is incorrect, as the data in this work
suggest, then every molecule that contains a
benzaldehyde-like constituent is suspected of having a
non-simple ground state surface.
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APPENDIX A: TABLES
%
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EXPERIMENTAL
SYM
A"
A"
A"
A"
A"
A"
A"
A"
A"
A"
A"
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'

STD. NOT.
CHO-TOR
CHO-BEND
Vl6a
vl6b
v4
vll
vlOa
vl7b
vl7a
v5
ALD H-WAG
CHO-BEND
RING-CHO
V6b
v6a
Vl
vl2
vl9a
vl9b
v9a
v9b
v(BZ-CHO)
vl4
v3
ALD H-BEN
vl8b
vl8a
v8b
v8a
v(C=0)
v(C-H)
v(C-H)
v(C-H)
v(C-H)
v(C-H)
v(C-H)

GREEN
111
217
450
688
740
918
996
1003
224

649
825
1026
1074
1168
1202
1276
1314
1387
1460
1603
1614
1728
2806
3034
3043
3081
3081
3099

HOLLAS
111
247
410
449
690
746
817
928
960
992
1010
217
442
618
652
827
1003
1026
1075
1164
1171
1204
1292
1315
1389
1460
1496
1592
1612
1728
2823
3035
3045
3052
3066
3088

VBS

404
449
689
740

1003

650
829

1167
1203
1314
1392
1460

1605
1725
2808
3044
3081
3101

THEORETICAL
STO-3
110
254
479
537
830
882
1036
1075
1141
1192
1206
223
488
711
723
934
1158
1173
1205
1270
1363
1376
1404
1541
1614
1730
1786
1917
1937
2079
3550
3709
3721
3728
3737
3746

6-31G MMII
232
130
416
261
572
470
670
528
914
792
975
869
1132
995
1085
1166
1374
1157
1163
1499
1578
1198
248
244
486
389
470
700
519
719
677
909
1113
910
1141
991
1202 . 1017
1288
1091
1097
1318
1343
1129
1392
1182
1279
1492
1395
1558
1631
1501
1700
1677
1781
1718
1829
1809
1893
1959
3208 2856
3351 2890
3363 2896
3378 2900
3390 2903
3401 2907

MNDO
22
148
364
375
581
825
877
996
1024
1038
1052
304
485
622
710
916
1071
1167
1169
1197
1268
1273
1355
1367
1413
1531
1593
1706
1731
2124
3252
3401
3402
3408
3413
3421

* Assignment disagreement between Hollas and Green
A"
out-of-plane vibration
A’
in-plane vibration

TABLE

1: VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS OF BENZALDEHYDE VAPOR

AMI
77
195
372
455
638
792
892
948
994
1006
1023
231
489
657
667
922
1103
1168
1186
1198
1228
1311
1350
1393
1428
1571
1625
1766
1776
2045
3087
3172
3180
3184
3191
3199

FIRST SINGLET PI*<- PI TRANSITION

M-l
450
1314
918
740
996
960
3043
224
2806
1168
1202
817
3099
1003
1387
410
110
3081
3081
3034
1164
217
688
TABLE

STO-3G
CM-1
537
1541
1075
882
1192
1141
3721
223
3550
1363
1376
1036
3746
1208
1614
479
110
3728
3737
3709
1270
254
830

SYM
A"
A'
AM
A"
A"
A"
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A"
A'
A"
A'
A"
A"
A'
A'
A'
A'
A"
A"

ASSGNMT
PLANAR
V16B
V3
vl7b
vll
v5
vl7a
v(C-H)
CHO-BEND
V(C-H)
v9b
RING-CHO
vlOa
v(C-H)
ALD H-WAG
ALD CH BEND
Vl6a
CHO-TOR
V(C-H)
V(C-H)
V(C-H)
v9a
CHO-BEND
V4

1ST
0.0027
0.0193
0.0144
0.0113
0.0090
0.0089
0.0081
0.0067
0.0067
0.0059
0.0053
0.0041
0.0039
0.0039
0.0038
0.0038
0.0027
0.0022
0.0021
0.0018
0.0015
0.0010
0.0007
0.0001

2: ACTIVE NORMAL MODES OF PLANAR BENZALDEHYD

FIRST SINGLET PI* <- PI TRANSITION
IR
CM-1
1728
1074
1026
450
996
2806
1168
740
918
3043
649
817
1164
1387
3081
3081
224
?
1003
825
960
618
110
3099
410
217
442
3034
1276
1314
1460
1614
688
TABLE

STO-3G
CM-1
2079
1205
1173
537
1192
3550
1363
882
1075
3721
723
1036
1270
1614
3728
3737
223
1158
1208
934
1141
711
110
3746
479
254
488
3709
1404
1541
1730
1937
830

SYM
A'
A'
A'
A"
A"
A'
A'
A"
A"
A'
A'
A"
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A"
A'
A"
A'
A"
A'
A”
A"
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A"

ASSGNMT
PLANAR
v(C=0) *
vl9b
vl9a
vl6B
v5
V(C-H)
v9b
vll
vl7b
V(C-H)
v6a
vlOa
v9a
ALD CH BEND
v(C-H)
V(C-H)
CHO-BEND
Vl2
ALD H-WAG
Vl
vl7a
v6B
CHO-TOR
V(C-H)
vl6a
CHO-BEND
RING-CHO
v(C-H)
Vl4
v3
vl8b
v8a
v4

1ST
0.0023
0.0532
0.0315
0.0167
0.0154
0.0124
0.0105
0.0084
0.0084
0.0083
0.0074
0.0064
0.0062
0.0051
0.0039
0.0034
0.0034
0.0032
0.0019
0.0018
0.0017
0.0017
0.0015
0.0014
0.0013
0.0010
0.0010
0.0003
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

3: ACTIVE NORMAL MODES OF ALDEHYDE BEND
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F I G U R E 2 3 : BIffELL P O T E N T I A L W I T H F E R M I R E S O N A N C E
Q Aldehyde Out-Of-Plane Bend Normal Coordinate
Lower Level Perturbed By Fermi Resonance
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FIGURE 24: PERTURBED TRIWELL POTENTIAL WITH FERMI RESONANCE
5 Aldehyde Out-Of-Plane Bend Normal Coordinate
Loser Level I d Each fell Perturbed By Fermi Resonance
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F I G U R E 25 : T E T R A W E L L P O T E N T I A L W I T H F E R M I R E S O N A N C E
Q Aldehyde Out-Of-Plane Bend Normal Coordinate
Lower Level In Each fell Split By Fermi Resonance
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GRAPH 3 :B E N Z A L D E H Y D E VAPOR FAR INRARED SPECTRUM (REF.
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GRAPH 5: FIRST SINGLET P I * < - P I TRANSITION
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GRAPH 6: SECO ND SINGLET P I * < - P I TRANSITION
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GRAPH 7 : THIRD SINGLET P I * < - P I TRANSITION
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GRAPH 9 : BENZALDEHYD E VAPOR INFRARED ABSO RPTIO N SPECTRUM
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GRAPH

1 1 : TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN INFRARED SPECTRUM
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GRAPH

12 : TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN INFRARED SPECTRUM
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GRAPH

1 3 : TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN INFRARED SPECTRUM
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GRAPH 14 : NMR SPECTRA OF B E NZ ALDE HY D E VAPOR
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PART B: DISTANT INTERCELLULAR INTERACTIONS OF
CHICK EMBRYO FIBROBLAST CELL CULTURES
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I.

Introduction

The invention of the photomultiplier tube
allowed scientists to measure light flux of very low
energies - even to the detection of a single photon.
Many chemical and biochemical reactions that were not
considered to be luminescent had very low quantum yields
of light. Audubert discovered that light as low as 2000
angstroms was emitted as one result of many chemical
reactions, physico-chemical reactions, anodic
oxidations, the passage of high tension electrical
currents through semi-conductors, and the mechanical or
electrical stimulation of nerve cells (8). A.G.
Gurwitsch reported light emission from synchronized
dividing cultures of yeast cells. The light intensity
rose and fell periodically with the maxima falling in
the vicinity of the cell division part of the mitotic
cycle (1). As a result of this early work on light
emissions from biological systems, biochemiluminescence
of cells and organisms was arbitrarily divided into
three main types: dark, functional, and induced
chemiluminescence (12).

A.

Dark Chemiluminescence is a very weak luminescence

that is emitted from cells in organisms that contain no
functional organs for producing light such as the
enzyme-catalyzed oxidation of firefly luciferin (12).
Dark chemiluminescence is detected in many diverse cell
systems in the animal and plant world such as mouse
liver and its homogenate, human lipid material from
different organs in the body, wheat stalk, liquid
culture of malt yeast, frog skeletal muscle,
synchronized culture of Torula utilus (12). Most of the
instances of biochemiluminescence in the visible part of
the spectrum are due to the oxidation of lipids (12) . In
the 19201s, A.G. Gurwitsch, et al, reported that
dividing cells of malt yeast and other systems both in
the plant and animal kingdom luminesced weakly in the
ultraviolet region from 195-325 nm (12). In addition,
the light emitted stimulated cells growing in other
containers to divide. Quickenden and Que Hee detected
ultraviolet and visible radiation from synchronized
yeast culture grown in artificial media. The light
emission intensity rose and fell in a fashion parallel
to the growth stages of the dividing cells (1)(2). Dark
chemiluminescence has more recently been called
"photobiology without light" with the following criteria
to determine whether or not "dark" photobiochemistry was
taking place (15):
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(1)

There should be at least two compounds in the

biological system such that one may be converted
into the other by light outside of the system,
i.e., in vitro.

(2)

It is impossible to interconvert these

molecules in the ground state.

(3)

The biological system must be able to convert

one molecule into the other in the absence of
light.

Since any chemical reaction can theoretically generate
electronically excited states and thus be
chemiluminescent, researchers have concurred on the
following point. Whether or not the reaction is emissive
is not the decisive criteria for dark chemiluminescence.
The electronic energy from the excited species must be
available for chemical purposes.

B.

Functional Chemiluminescence is emitted by a

biological system with an organ or enzyme system whose
function is to generate light. Two major types of
functional chemiluminescence reactions are the
luciferin-luciferase and the calcium-activated
photoprotein systems. The firefly, bacteria, earthworm,
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sea pansy, and mollusc light emissions are examples of
the luciferin-luciferase generated light (16). The
hydrated substrate luciferin, LH2, is oxidized by the
enzyme, luciferase, to produce an aldehyde, C02 and
light.

LH2 + [o2] + Luciferase => L=0 + C02 + Light
LH2 and L=0 are the reduced and oxidized forms of
luciferin

Some lower invertebrates such as the hydrozoan and
scyphozoan coelenterates emit light via calciumactivated photoprotein-type reactions. Aequorin
dissociates into blue fluorescence protein (BFP), C02,
coelenteramide and light. Functional chemiluminescence
is traditionally called bioluminescence.

C.

Induced Chemiluminescence is emitted after the

system has been irradiated by radioactive sources,
photons, heat or electricity (12). The classical example
of induced chemiluminescence is the Vavilov-Cherenkov
emission in biological systems. If an electron or other
charged particle moves through a medium of refractive
index n, the electrons velocity v may be greater than
the phase velocity of light, c/n, in the medium. In this
case, Vavilov-Cherenkov emission from the medium is
observed. In water, this emission is mainly in the
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ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Potassium in the
form of 40K is a natural source of charged particles to
produce Vavilov-Cherenkov emission (6). 0.0119% of
natural potassium is in the form of 40K. For one gram of
potassium, 29.2 6-decays and 3.8 gamma decays occur per
second. In lkg human muscle tissue, a typical 40K
emission is 2.9xl09 Ci. This corresponds to a photon
emission of 3760 photons/sec in the region of 200-300
nm. Other types of induced luminescence are
triboluminescence (17) - the emission of light caused by
mechanical agitation of a solid - and sonoluminescence
(18) - emission caused by ultrasound being passed
through a liquid containing dissolved gases.

Many western-world scientists tried unsuccessfully
to reproduce the results of Russian experiments
concerning light emission from biological systems
commonly thought to be non-emissive. Work on the subject
of mitogenetic radiation initially reported by Gurwitsch
(12) all but ceased after repeated negative results were
obtained by Gray, Oullet, Lorenz, Hollaender and Claus
(1). Reproducing the results of "dark
biochemiluminescence" experiments of Russian scientists
became as important as expanding on their work. In the
1970's, Quickenden and Que Hee detected ultraviolet
radiation from both the log and stationary state growth
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phases of a synchronized yeast culture grown in
artificial media. The log growth phase is the time of
the growth cycle of the tissue culture colony in which
the cells are increasing in numbers. The stationary
state growth phase is the phase in which the cell colony
population remains approximately constant. These
experiments showed that the log phase emission produced
a broad band between 200 and 425 nm and a visible band
between 525 and 700 nm. During the stationary phase, two
narrow bands were centered at 250 and 650 nm, while a
broad band stretched from 325 to 525 nm (2). The
importance of the Quickenden and Que Hee work is
twofold:
1.

A western scientist confirmed that non
functional or dark bioluminescence was
detected in a living system.

2.

The so-called mitogenetic radiation - for a
particular species of yeast cells at least was composed of wavelength bands in both the
visible and ultraviolet regions.

Giussepi Cilento and others have expanded on the work of
Russian investigators in the area previously called dark
chemiluminescence, now called dark photobiochemistry
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(15). Many other biological systems previously thought
to be non-emissive have been shown to emit low levels of
light. Kaznacheev conducted experiments which showed
that when chick embryo fibroblast cells were exposed to
various toxins such as Adeno virus, Coxsackie virus,
mercurous chloride, and ultraviolet light, these cells
would emit ultraviolet light and kill cells in
neighboring colonies that were separated from but kept
in optical contact with the diseased colony by quartz
approximately 0.8 mm thick. He coined the phrase Mirror
Cytopathic Effect (MCE) that described the phenomenon;

1.

Cells that are administered a lethal dose of

Adeno virus, mercurous chloride, Coxsackie virus
or ultraviolet light die and emit ultraviolet
light.

2.

The emitted light is absorbed by healthy

cells which die.

Further work by Kaznacheev showed that target cells
pretreated with minimal doses of ultraviolet light would
make the cells more susceptible to the light being
emitted by the diseased cells (27). Kaznacheev
postulated that the light emitted caused such
destruction in the target cells that the phenomenon of
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the mirror cytopathic effect in cells could not be
random (8).

Experiments were conducted in which ultraviolet
light was the toxin to ascertain whether or not

1.

chick embryo fibroblast cell colonies

irradiated with ultraviolet light would emit
ultraviolet light that would kill healthy cells.

2.

the percent cytopathy of the "source" and

"detector" cell colonies were approximately equal.

Agreement with Kaznacheev's results was obtained, but
his hypothesis that the light emission from the diseased
cells was not random was not confirmed.

A simple model is presented that enables
statistical analysis of further experimental work
involving light emission from monolayer tissue colonies.

IX.
A.

The Mirror Cytopathic Effect
Experiment 1: Biological Detector
All experiments utilized cells harvested from nine-

day chick embryos. The fibroblast tissue was minced with
a blender and strained through sterile gauze to attain a
single cell solution. Aliquots of the cell solution were
added to the growth chambers containing Eagle media with
phenolphthalein indicator and 5% fetal calf serum to
initiate the development of a fibroblast cell culture
monolayer on the growing surfaces (refer to Figure 1).
Experimental cell colony A was exposed for thirty
minutes to an ultraviolet lamp used for sterilization of
microbiological hoods. Experimental cell colony B was
not. The control group of cell colonies A and B were not
exposed to ultraviolet light. After one hour, cell
colony A was placed into optical contact with colony B
(refer to Figure 1). A total of eight pairs of cell
colonies - one from A in optical contact with one from B
- were incubated at 37 degrees centigrade for three days
in a light-tight container. Cell colonies C and D were
the control groups. Neither C nor D cell colonies were
irradiated. One cell colony from C was placed into
optical contact with a cell colony from D. Five of these
pairings were incubated in the same container as the
experimental groups. Each cell colony was sacrificed so
that cell counts - live and dead cells - could be made.
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Dye was added to a solution containing all cells and
debris from each colony. Dead cells and cell debris were
stained and live cells were not. Cell counts were made
of all cell colonies (refer to Table 1).

B

Figure 1; Two cell colonies, A on the left and B on the
right, are attached to 0.2mm thick suprasil
silica or glass disks- c and d respectively by Dow Corning high vacuum grease. The
containers were initially placed disk-down to
allow the cells to attach and establish a
monolayer of cells on the disk (top figure).
The containers were then placed together disk to disk - with a thin paper hollowcentered gasket between the quartz or glass
disks.
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B.

Experiment 2: Spectrographic Plate Detector
Biological detectors were replace by ultraviolet

sensitive spectrographic plates in experiment two. A
more intense ultraviolet light source was used to
irradiate the A colonies so that shorter irradiation
times could be used. Shorter irradiation times of the
colonies meant that the colonies spent less time at room
temperature so that the cells would not become dormant.
The experiment involved ten colonies, five of which were
not exposed to ultraviolet radiation and five of which
were exposed to ultraviolet radiation of 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
minutes duration with an ultraviolet raldiation source
normally used to irradiate chromatographic plates. Two
colonies, one exposed to two minutes and the other
exposed to four minutes of ultraviolet radiation,
produced spectrographic plate blackening. The results of
experiment 2 were in agreement with Kaznacheev's results
that the bioluminescence emitted from the chick embryo
fibroblast cells was in the ultraviolet region of the
spectrum (11).

uv c
200nm

UV B
2fJOnm

UV A
31L5nm

FIGURE 2: U].traviolet Region of
B]Lological Importaiice

400nm

III. The Model of The Mirror Cytopathic Effect
A.

Biological Effects of Ultraviolet Light
The ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic

spectrum that most biological and biochemical
investigators are concerned with is the region from 200
to 400 nm. Pigment darkening is caused by the light of
wavelengths from 315 to 400 nm. This region is referred
to as the UV-A or the near ultraviolet region. In
addition to pigment blackening, ultraviolet-A radiation
is responsible for the action of photosensitizers that
cause phototoxic and photoallergic reactions in humans.
Irradiation of cells with light containing wavelengths
between 280 and 315 nm (UV-B or mid UV) causes what is
commonly referred to as sunburn and skin cancer and
inhibits cell mitosis. The UV-C of the far ultraviolet
region contains light in the wavelength regions from 200
to 280 nm (32). Cellular DNA is the primary target for
UV-B and UV-C. Pyrimidine adducts, hydrates, dimers
between adjacent pyrimidine pairs on the same DNA
strand, as well as protein-DNA and DNA-DNA cross-links,
are some of the products made from reactions induced by
light from 200 to 320 nm. Pyrimidine dimers are the
major cause of cell death, but repair of the DNA is
possible by two enzyme mechanisms called
photoreactivation and excision (31). The
photoreactivation enzyme causes the dimer to monomerize
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when light in the 300-500 nm range is absorbed by the
tissue. Excision is a method for repairing the DNA by
replacing the oligonucleotide containing the dimer with
an undamaged oligonucleotide (4).

B.

Snell's Law Photon Path
The chick embryo fibroblast molecule can be roughly

described in two dimensions as a square within a
rectangle. The total cell can have lengths of 60 to 100
microns and widths of 10 to 100 microns. The nucleus can
have diameters of 1 to 20 microns according to what
stage of cell cycle the cell is in (4). Figure 3 is a
model of the biological detector experiment that depicts
the Snell's Law path taken by a photon from a nucleus in
colony A to the monolayer in colony B. When light passes
from one medium into another medium whose index of
refraction is different, the light obeys Snell's Law
describing the path:
nasin(a) = nbsin(b)

where na and nb are the indeces of refraction of angles
a and b respectively. The angles are measured from the
normal line to the point at which the photon passes
medium a to medium b (refer Figure 3) . If na is greater
than nb, then the light ray is bent away from the
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normal. The arrangement of my experimental setup caused
the light going from colony A to colony B to pass
through quartz, air, quartz and water with indices of
refraction of 1.46, 1.00, 1.46, and 1.33 respectively.
As the light angle from the norm to the cell culture
plane increases, there is an angle at which the light
travels in the plane of the quartz/air interface. Any
light leaving the monolayer with an angle larger than
this angle will be totally reflected:

1.46sin(ac) = 1.00sin(90°)
ac = sin'1(1/1.46) = 43.23°

The calculation for the critical angle for light passing
from quartz into air shows that light from a solid angle
of 86.46° around the norm to the spot of emission will
not be totally internally reflected. Chances for light
entering colony A that has been internally reflected at
the quartz/air interface can be evaluated by calculating
the critical angle for passage of light from quartz into
the aqueous monolayer whose index of refraction is
approximated to be the same as the index of refraction
of water - 1.33:

ac = sin'll.33/1.46) = 65.64°
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Figure 4: Probability of Nucleus Hit versus Photon Angle

Of the 360° solid angle of light emitted from an
arbitrary point on the surface of cell colony A, only
86.5° - or 24% of the 360° angle provides a path between
cell colonies A and B. Approximately 6.2% of the light
emitted from cell colony A is internally reflected from
the quartz/air interface that will allow the photons to
pass through cell colony A. Figure 4 contains

agraph

the angle d from the normal to the surface of

the

of

quartz/water interface at colony B versus the
probability that a photon emitted from colony

A willhit
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a nucleus on colony B (Figure 5). The probability that a
photon will hit a nucleus in colony B ranges from 20 to
31.5%, depending on the angle that the photon enters the
water medium. As the angle d increases, the likelihood
that a photon will hit a nucleus in colony B is
proportional to the following equation:

x + 20
P(hit) « ---------------100

Where x = 10/tan(d)

The average probability that a nucleus on colony B will
be hit by a photon leaving colony A, if the full 360°
solid angle is considered, is 6%. These calculations
assume that light emission is equally probable in every
direction from the point of emission in colony A.

C.

Statistical Evaluation of Percent Cytopathies
The cell colonies exposed to ultraviolet light

incurred a 30.1% cytopathic effect on the average while
those colonies placed in optical contact with them
averaged a 28.8% average cytopathy.

Control colonies A

and B, with no exposure to the ultraviolet light source,
averaged 14.5 and 14.2% cytopathies respectively. After
a cell colony establishes a monolayer of cells on the
growing surface, detachment of cells from the growing
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10nu
20nu

Figure 5: Projection of nucleus, x, on growing surface
at photon angle d.

surface resulting in their death is a natural part of
the cell culture life cycle. Since both the experimental
and control group colonies were started on the same day
from the same chick embryo sacrifice and growth chamber
conditions were identical for the experimental and
control groups, any difference in the percent
cytopathies were assumed to have been caused by the
ultraviolet light. Although the percentages of dead
cells between the experimental and control groups were
markedly different, statistical calculations were
carried out using Student's t-test statistics for small
sample sizes (9).
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TABLE 1
Ultraviolet 30 min Colony A
#
Live Dead %CPE
Colony A
30 min ultraviolet
1
45
2
22
3
44
7
20
8
12
9
46
13
47
14
51
ave==30.1

23
12
20
7
6
27
5
11

34
35
31
26
50
37
10
18

#

Live Dead %CPE
Colony B

No ultraviolet except from A
4
50
5
30
6
41
10
66
11
27
12
9
16
46
17
15
ave==28.8

Control C

36
19
27
19
39
53
12
25

Control D

no ultraviolet
15
57
19
17
20
39
21
37
27
25
ave=14.5

28
7
15
15
17
10
6
5

8
7
6
4
3

no ultraviolet
12
29
13
10
10

18
22
22
28
23
30
24
24
28
27
ave=14.2

5
7
5
2
3

19
20
14
8
10
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The results of the t-test calculations for the mean
cytopathic effects of experiment 1 are tabulated in
Table 2. The null hypothesis, H Q

is that there a

difference between the means of groups h and i. There
is no statistical difference between colonies A and B
as well as the control groups C and D. Control groups C
and D were not different - as indicated by the
t-statistic - since cell colonies from both groups were
not exposed to ultraviolet light. For that reason, the
average of the percent cytopathies of C and D was
compared to group A and then to B. The percent
cytopathy for group A was different than the average
cytopathy of C and D with greater than 99.4% confidence
limits whereas B was different with greater than 98.8%
confidence limits.

Ho
h o ,a / b
h o ,c / d
h o ,a / c d
h o ,b / c d

t

,hi

V

Significance

A VS B

0.215

14

none

C vs D

0.139

8

none

A VS

(C+D)2

3.042

11

> 99.4%

B VS

(C+D)/2

2.617

11

> 98.8%

TABLE 2: T-STATISTICS RESULTS

IV.

Discussion

The results presented herein validate Kaznacheev's
claims that chick embryo fibroblast cells irradiated
with ultraviolet light will emit ultraviolet light that
kills healthy cells. Student's t-test analysis of the
mean percent cytopathies indicate no difference between
experimental colonies A and B. Experimental colony B
incurred as much damage from the light emitted by
experimental colony A as A incurred from the
ultraviolet light source. The control groups, C and D,
contained dead cells, but their percent cytopathies
were different from the experimental groups A and B by
99.4 and 98.8 percent confidence limits respectively.
Experiments conducted with ultraviolet-sensitive
spectrographic plates showed that chick embryo
fibroblast cells irradiated with ultraviolet will, in
turn, emit ultraviolet light.

Cells aiming their photons at other cells is an
incredulous claim. The statistics of my experiments
with ultraviolet light as the toxic agent are similar
to those of Kaznecheev's (11). Accepting the assertion
that diseased cells "aim" photons at other cells is
tempting. Further study is necessary before his
hypothesis can be accepted. Quantum yields must be
measured i.e., total light absorbed and emitted by
164
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colony A. The directional dependence of emitted light
for monolayer colonies must be determined. Bioassays of
experimental and control colonies A and B would aid in
the characterization of the "states" of the healthy and
diseased cells. Even with quantum yield data that
greatly favored the acceptance of Kaznacheev's
hypothesis of highly directional photon emission from
diseased cells, products that cause cell death and can
be produced by a photon-induced chain reaction, must be
identified or ruled out.

In Kaznacheev's work, three different types of
"toxins" were administered to a tissue culture colony;
electromagnetic, viral, and chemical (11). All three
caused the tissue to emit ultraviolet light which
killed cells in a separate tissue colony. The
ramifications of Kaznacheev's work are important to
clinical medicine. The toxin causing damage may not be
the only source of damage to the tissue.

The present

study has importance in clinical medicine which could
benefit greatly from the understanding of the role of
"dark chemiluminescence" experiments in the etiology of
various disease states.
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